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ABSTRACT
Nanotechnology refers to the use of the materials or particles ranging from a few
nanometers (nm) to 100 nanometers (nm) in a wide range of applications. Use of
nanomaterials in cement composite to enhance the mechanical properties, fracture toughness
and other functionalities has been studied for decades. In this regard, one of the carbon-based
nanomaterials, Graphene Oxide (GO), has received attentions from researchers for its
superior mechanical properties (e.g. tensile strength, yield strength, and Young’s modulus).
Although GO is not lucrative in increasing electrical conductivity (EC) of cement paste
compared to that of graphene- another derivative of GO, reduced graphene oxide (rGO),
might be a solution to increase EC. Another derivative of GO is the solution to the problem.
In this research, the compressive strength and flexural strength of GO-cement
composite (GOCC) and rGO-cement composite (rGOCC) have been investigated with 0.01%
and 0.05% GO and rGO content. GOCC-0.05% showed 27% increase in compressive
strength compared to the control cement paste after 28 days (d) of hydration. GOCC-0.01%
showed only 3.4% increase in compressive strength compared to the control. rGOCC-0.05%
showed 21% increase in compressive strength and 15.5% increase in Modulus of Rupture
(MOR) compared to the control cement paste after 28 d of hydration. On the other hand,
rGOCC-0.01% showed 7% increase in compressive strength and 0.35% increase in MOR
after 28 d. GOCC-0.05% showed increasing trends in compressive strength after 28 d
indicating continuation of hydration. Similarly, rGOCC-0.05% also showed increasing trends
in compressive and flexural strength after 28 d, possibly due to the reason described earlier.
Microstructural investigation on GOCC-0.05% and GOCC-0.01% by X-ray Diffraction
(XRD) illustrated that the crystallite sizes of tobermorite-9Å and jennite, which are
iii

mineralogical counterpart of disordered Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate (C-S-H), increases from 3
d to 28 d, representing the crystallite growth due to continued hydration. However, the
crystallite size of GOCC-0.05% was smaller than that of GOCC-0.01% at both 3 d and 28 d,
indicating finer nucleated grains. According to Hall-Petch equation, mechanical strength
increases with decreasing particle size. Finer particles or grains can increase the strength in
cement composites in several other ways: (1) GO acted as heterogeneous nucleation sites
because of reactive functional groups. Activation energy was decreased by these “defects” in
the cement paste, and consequently, numerous nuclei of C-S-H. with high surface area were
formed, (2) because of finer grains, cracks are forced to move along a tortuous path, which
makes the structure difficult to fail, and strength increased consequently (3) Finer grains of
GOCC-0.05% created compacted hydration products decreasing porosity which can
indirectly increase the strength. The above reasons, separately or in conjunction, might
increase the strength of GOCC-0.05% and proved that GO is responsible for increasing
heterogeneous nucleation sites during cement hydration.
Early age hydration (EAH) characteristics were investigated for rGOCC specimens
with 0.1% and 0.5% rGO content. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy Dispersive
X-ray analysis (EDX), and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) were employed to study the EAH
characteristics. SEM/EDX, and XRD analysis were performed after 15 min, 1 h, 3 h and 24 h
of hydration. (EAH) study on rGOCC-0.1% showed that at 15 min hydration, numerous
precipitates of, possibly, C-S-H formed along the grain boundary (GB) of unhydrated cement
grains. This served as visual confirmation of Thomas and Scherer’s Boundary Nucleation and
Growth (BNG) model that hydration of cement grains was initiated by the short burst of
nucleation of C-S-H embryos along GB. EDX on rGOCC-0.1% and rGOCC-0.5% showed
that Ca/Si ratio in C-S-H was ~2.0. This finding indicated that C-S-H structure in this study
iv

was concurrent with that of impure jennite. XRD analysis also evidently showed that jennite
was present, possibly possessing a short range ordered (SRO) structure, referring to local
crystalline structure in a very short area. After consulting Chen’s work, it would be
appropriate to say that C-S-H found in this study resembled more as C-S-H (II), which is
disordered jennite. It was also observed that as expected with cement with nanomaterials,
with continuing hydration, pore spaces were filled with hydration products such as C-S-H,
ettringite, CH, sulfoaluminates etc,.
Lastly, Electrical resistivity (ER) testing on 9 sets of rGOCC specimens was
conducted. The specimen includes 0.5%, 1%, 5% rGO content, and the control conditioned in
both oven dry (OD) and saturated surface dry (SSD). ER increased with the increase of rGO
content from 0.5% and 1% compared to that of the control. However, the ER of rGOCC-5%
was significantly decreased, showing 93% reduction compared to the control, which can be
interpreted as a threshold value for sensing applications to be explored. As expected, large
reduction of ER value occurred on the specimens with the SSD condition. This reduction can
be attributed to the ionic conduction though the pore solution of the composites. As the rGO
content increased, so did the potential nucleation sites for hydration (as can be seen in SEM
images), which might block the number of contact points among the rGO, resulting in low
conduction and high resistivity. However, as rGO content increased to 5%, the contact
areas/points increased to a degree that could trump the nucleation seeding sites, resulting in
decreased ER. The ER measured with the rGOCC specimens was comparable to that of
cement composites incorporating carbon fibers (CF), and steel fibers, but higher content of
rGO are required to have a similar ER range of those fiber cement composites. This might be
due to smaller sizes of rGO sheets and lower aspect ratio compared to other nanofibers
causing drastic reduction of electron tunneling mechanism compared to other fibers.
v
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CHAPTER 1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement

Recent advancement in the field of nanotechnology have initiated the development of
innovative nanoscale fibers which led to the origin of multifunctional materials (Lines, 2008)
with advanced sensing, high performance cement based nanocomposite (Konsta-Gdoutos and
Aza, 2014). In this regard, carbon based nanomaterials, prominently CNTs, was the
forerunner for the application in cement based composites. Another 2D form of carbon based
material, Graphene Oxide (GO), recently captured the attention of researchers as viable
alternatives to other nanomaterials. Mechanical properties and microstructural aspects of GObased cement composites have been investigated by the researchers thus far. But the behavior
of cement hydration with the incorporation of GO is still not thoroughly investigated by the
researchers. Another motive of using a nanomaterial in cement composite is due to its multifunctionality. GO falls short in this regard due to its inferior electrical conductivity compared
to its parental origin, pristine graphene. As a result, researchers tend to lean towards
thermally reduced or chemically reduced graphene oxide (rGO), which, being reduced from
its’ “-O-” components, possesses superior electrical properties compared to GO, and can be
used to increase the conductivity of cement paste, which itself is slightly conductive in
saturated condition.
1.2

Objectives and Overview

In this study, GO based cement composite (GOCC), and rGO based cement composite
(rGOCC) were taken under consideration for the investigation of mechanical and electrical
properties. Microstructural investigation using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Energy
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Dispersive X-ray (EDX), and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) techniques have been employed to
understand the underlying behavior of mechanical and electrical characteristics of the
composites. Early age hydration (EAH) of rGOCC was also investigated to relate the
properties of composites with rGO concentration. This thesis consists of: (1) a comprehensive
overview of historical background of toughening mechanism of cement composites, (2)
mechanical, microstructural and electrical properties of GOCC thus far researched, (3)
mechanical, microstructural and electrical resistivity of GOCC and rGOCC, (4) EAH of
rGOCC for different concentrations of rGO to understand the mechanisms of cement
hydration employing nanomaterials, (5) employment of SEM, XRD in this study and
summary on data interpretation of XRD. The outcomes of this research are:
1. Compressive and flexural strength of GOCC and rGOCC incorporating different
concentrations of GO and rGO, respectively
2. Electrical resistivity of rGOCC in oven-dry and saturated surface dry condition for 9
specimens
3. Nucleation mechanism of cement hydration for both GOCC and rGOCC using SEM
and XRD
4. Comprehensive study of GOCC and rGOCC specimens with SEM/EDX and XRD
1.3

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters. The first chapter provides a brief introduction
of this research work. This chapter states the problem statement and research objective.
The second chapter provides a comprehensive literature review on the topics
related to this research. These topics include the mechanical and electrical properties of
GO, Hydration characteristics of cement, mechanical and electrical properties of GOCC,
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EAH characteristics of rGOCC, overview of application of SEM and XRD, data
interpretation with XRD, determination of crystal structure with XRD, homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation, and finally, the research gap and objective of this research
study.
Chapter three represents the elaborate experimental procedure which includes the
casting, the specimen preparation for mechanical and electrical tests, characterization
techniques with SEM and XRD, the test setup and the collection of data.
Chapter four of this dissertation reports the results obtained from the mechanical
tests for GOCC and rGOCC, microstructural results of the composites in relation to the
macroscale properties, nucleation of C-S-H, and the comparison of the test results with
the existing published works are also reported.
Finally, chapter five presents the major conclusions of the study and also provides
recommendations for the further study.

3

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Introduction

Literature review on molecular structure electrical conductivities and mechanical
properties of carbon based materials primarily, graphene, graphene-oxide, reduced graphene
oxide and carbon nanotube are discussed in this chapter. Hydration characteristics of pristine
cement and cement composites are presented in a nutshell. Mechanical Properties and
electrical conductivities of carbon nanotube based cement composite are reviewed in lieu of
microstructural characterization techniques such as Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscope (FESEM), Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDX) and X-ray Diffraction
(XRD). The supporting theory underlying FESEM, EDX and XRD methods are also
discussed. Lastly, based on the literature review, research gap of current studies are discussed
and research focus of this study is proposed.
2.2

Historical Background on Toughening Mechanisms of Cement Composites

Concrete is an essential material to meet our society’s growing needs for housing,
shelter, infrastructure etc. even in the foreseeable future. Annually, 2.3 billion tons of
concrete are produced on a global basis (Ulm et al., 2010). However, Concrete is facing a
downside even though it is the most preferred building material for the coherent increment of
C-footprint. To reduce environmental impact of C-footprint, researchers have chosen to alter
the chemistry of cement by “bottom-up” approach in contrast to the more conventional
empirical approach. Bottom-up approach is defined as the nanoengineering of material from
the building block starting at the electronic or atomic scale, and reflecting the behavior of the
atomic scale to the macro scale (Ulm et al., 2010).
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Cement, upon hydration, produces a range of products which evolves their structure
depending on age and temperature and various other parameters. Cement is a non-metallic,
non-crystalline/semi-crystalline material that comprises of four different phases. Cement
composite is a highly brittle material, associated with self-destructive stresses originated due
to plastic shrinkage, without any external loads. The addition of fillers, in the form of sand or
aggregates, reduces shrinkage stresses, and at the same time enhances the fracture toughness
of the resulting mortar or concrete (Shannag et al., 1997).
Enhancement of mechanical behavior of cement based composite is important, these
are associated with inherent weakness in resisting tension (Chandler et al., 2000, Li and
Maalej, 1996a). They are known to crack under low levels of tensile strain. Fracture behavior
of brittle ceramic, such as concrete can be altered by manipulation of their microstructures. It
has long been recognized that the behavior of such materials can be dramatically improved by
the addition of discontinuous fibers. The improvement in composite properties is largely
attributed to the bond between the fiber and matrix. The resistance to crack propagation
provided by the fibers depends on the mechanical properties of the matrix, the fibers, and the
fiber-matrix interface; as well as the fiber length, orientation, volume content, and spacing
(Shah and Ouyang, 1991, Hsueh, 1991, Li and Maalej, 1996b). Microfibers can interact with
the fracture evolution by arresting the growth of microcracks and can delay the propagation
of microcracks which will coalesce to form the first macrocrack (Banthia and Nandakumar,
2003, Banthia and Sheng, 1996, Sivakumar and Santhanam, 2007), preventing of which can
significantly improve the tensile strength of the composites (Lawler et al., 2003). Thus,
historically cement based composite was started to be designed to enhance strength by
incorporating microfiber.
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In case of polyolefin fibers insufficient bonding is a problem and extreme slippage
from matrix occurs at the stage of loading (Tosun-Felekoglu and Felekoglu, 2013). On the
other hand, comparatively reactive nylon and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) based fibers are
susceptible to high bonding with matrix due to water affinity of fiber surface. Study reported
that single fiber pull-out test results, embedded PP fibers tend to slip from cement–matrix
when subjected to tensile loading, however, PVA fibers usually rupture before slipping (Li
and Fischer, 2002).
Shannag et al. used densified small particle system (DSP) as high strength cement
composite with mortar mix, fiber embedment length and fiber volume fraction as variables
(Shannag et al., 1997). With the increase in fiber embedment length and volume fraction, the
probability of fiber interlocking with the matrix increases, and so does the pullout load.
Interground fiber cement is a new process where fibers are ground in with the cement clinker
during the dry cement manufacturing process (Ostertag et al., 2001). A considerable increase
in strength can be achieved for cement composite even at low fiber content due to
homogeneous fiber dispersion and fiber modification during the milling process.
One of the effective means of achieving improved properties of cement based
composite is the restriction of propagation and coalescence of cracks at microscopic level by
incorporating CaCO3 whisker (Cao et al., 2013), an inorganic single. Microscopic
reinforcement is intended to strengthen and toughen the materials at µm and nm scale size by
delaying the formation and propagation of microcracks which also can be accomplished by
fibers. CaCO3 whiskers can act as the fillers of the voids and the addition of whiskers can
refine the large pores (Cao et al., 2013).
Incorporating 1 wt. % Boron Nitride (BN) in cement composite increases the
toughness by 95%. Compressive strength of BN-cement composite is also increased by 75%
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compared with pristine cement paste. In general, different types of mechanisms can be
observed in BN- cement composite. According to Rafie et al. the multilevel toughening
mechanism in BN-cement composite such as crack deflection, pull out of matrix sheets etc.
can be attributed to the enhanced toughness property of the composite as seen (Rafiee et al.,
2013b). GO sheets is used as a bridging material in cement paste to increase the mechanical
properties. It has been reported that GO is used to hold together the tobermorite sheets of
cement paste. The GO sheets pull the silicate layers closer together which can act as crack
bridging zone (Rafiee et al., 2013b).
From the above discussion, it is well understood that, trends in incorporation of
additional cementitious materials have been shifted from filler materials to nanomaterials
started an era of domination of nanoengineering in cement research.
2.3

Molecular Structure, Physical and Mechanical Property of Carbon-based Materials
2.3.1

Graphene

Carbon was first discovered by Lavoisier around 220 years ago and coined by him as
the elementary component of both diamond and graphite (Soldano et al., 2010). Since then
more allotropes of carbon have been reported by the scientific community such as graphene
(2D), graphite (3D), nanotubes (1D), or fullerenes (0D). Among these structures, graphite
only possesses a different structure than those whereas graphene, nanotube and fullerene can
be considered as different forms of same crystal structure originated from hexagonal array of
sp2 bonded carbon. Here C atoms are densely packed in a honeycomb crystal lattice with
bond length of 1.41Å. Thickness of graphene tends to drift within 3.5Å to 10Å.
The breaking strength of graphene was reported to be 200 times stronger than that of
steel making it the strongest material available to date (Kuila et al., 2012, Terrones et al.,
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2010) with the Young’s modulus of 1TPa. The strength of graphene is found to be depends
on the number and types of defects present within the sheet (Terrones et al., 2010).
2.3.2

Graphene Oxide (GO)

Highly crystalline sheet of graphene typically is chemically inert. The surfaces of
these sheets typically react with other atoms/molecules via physical adsorption originated by
π-π bonding interactions. In this scenario, several chemical groups such as carboxyl (COOH), carbonyl (-NH2), hydroxyl groups (-OH) could be anchored (Terrones et al., 2010)
as surface defects at the edges of the nanosheets, making the graphene surface chemically
more reactive, which leads to the generic name graphene oxide (GO).
GO is a layered, mostly sp3 (Mkhoyan et al., 2009, Liu et al., 2012) (C-O) bonded Cbased compound that can be readily dispersed as individual sheets in a good solvent.
Mechanical properties of GO polymer composites have been observed to increase with an
addition of only a few weight percentage (Forati et al., 2014). The presence of different
functional species such as carboxylates (–COOH) and carbonyl (-C=O) groups at the edges of
the sheets on sp2 hybridized C and hydroxyl (-OH), and epoxides (-O-) groups (Mkhoyan et
al., 2009, Liu et al., 2012, Suk et al., 2010) (Figure 2.1 (a) and (b)) on the sp3 hybridized C
(Singh et al., 2011b, Compton and Nguyen, 2010), which enhances the bonding between GO
nanosheets and cement matrix (Singh et al., 2011a). These functional groups provide reactive
sites for various surface modification reactions to develop GO-based materials, (Singh et al.,
2011b) i.e., GO-cement composites.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of (a) graphene with sp2 C-C bond, (b) graphene oxide (GO)
sheet associated with the functional groups. Courtesy of Compton and Nguyen (Compton and
Nguyen, 2010)
2.4
2.4.1

Characteristics of Cement
Hydration of Cement Phases

Portland cement (PC) is named after Portland stone found in Dorset, Leeds of UK due
to the resemblance in color and quality with the latter. The raw materials used in the
manufacturing of Portland cements consist primarily of alumina, silica, lime and iron oxide.
Four compounds are considered to be the major constituents of Portland cement. They are
tabulated in the Table 2.1 below along with their abbreviations. The calculation of the
composition of Portland cement compounds is based on the works of R.H. Bogue and others,
and often termed as Bogue Composition (Neville, 2011).
In addition to the main constituents of Portland cement listed in Table 2.1, minor
constituents also exist such as MgO, TiO2, Mn2O3, K2O and Na2O. These compounds
actually consist about a few percent of the mass of cement. C2S is known to have up to four
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forms. α-C2S converts to β-C2S at about 1450℃ which undergoes further conversion to γ-C2S
at about 670℃. But in commercial cement, β-C2S is the prevalent form of C2S in the clinker
(Neville, 2011). C3A and C4AF are rectangular crystals and solid solutions respectively. The
reactions between the compounds of Portland cement partake inside the cement paste. In the
presence of water, the silicates and aluminates present in Portland cement reacts and forms
hydrated products, which in time, produce firm and hard mass called as hydrated cement
paste. Le Chatelier was the first to observe some 100 years ago that the hydrated products of
cement are the same as the products showed the individual compounds (Neville, 2011). The
two silicate compounds are prominent in cement, and the physical behavior of cement is
similar to that of demonstrated by these two compounds individually. The other two
compounds C3A and C4AF acts as flux in the cement. They add no strength in the hydrated
cement paste but are required for the cement manufacturing process.
The progress of hydration of cement can be observed by various means such as: (a)
the amount of Ca (OH)2 in the paste; (b) the heat evolve during hydration; (c) the amount of
unhydrated cement paste; and (d) indirectly from the strength of hydrated paste. Continuous
X-ray diffraction (XRD) scanning of cement paste undergoing hydration can be used to study
early hydration products. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can also be undertaken to
observe the microstructure of hydration products.
Table 2.1: Main constituents of Portland cement
Name of the constituent
Tricalcium silicate
Dicalcium silicate
Tricalcium aluminate
Tetracalcium aluminoferrite

Oxide composition
3CaO.SiO2
2CaO.SiO2
3CaO.Al2O3
4CaO. Al2O3.Fe2O3
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Abbreviation
C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF

2.4.2

Early Age Hydration Characteristics depending on Temperature

Although characteristics of OPC have been studied for centuries, the complex
hydration properties are still under considerable scrutiny (Kumar et al., 2012b). Hydration of
cement undergoes considerable amount of phase changes including dissolution and
precipitation (Jansen et al., 2012) during the process upon coming into contact with water for
the first time. Hydration of cement is a complex and exothermic process where up to 500 J/g
of cement of heat is evolved during hydration (Kumar et al., 2012b) and most of the heat
evolution ensue during the early age of hydration (EAH) of OPC, during the first 24 h.
Due to the large amount of heat evolution because of exothermic reactions coupled
with the insulating behavior of cement, the temperature build up in cement paste leads to the
cracking of cement blocks/concrete during the cooling period. In this scenario, mineral
admixtures or other nanomaterials are used in cement/concrete in order to reduce the early
heat evolution during hydration of cement (Liu et al., 2015).
Historically, mineral admixtures such as SF, FA, GGBFS, metakaolin etc. have been
used to diminish the heat evolution of cement pastes (Langan et al., 2002). More recently,
researchers started incorporating nanomaterials such as nano-SiO2, nano-TiO2, nano-Fe2O3,
nano-Al2O3 etc. as nanomaterials in the cement pastes for various functional factors, one of
which is to reduce the early heat evolution of cement (Land and Stephan, 2015). These
nanomaterials provide large reactive surfaces which catalyzes the nuclei of hydration
products on the surfaces of cement grains and onto themselves (Land and Stephan, 2015).
The EAH period of OPC is subdivided into distinct four periods or durations. These
periods are called: (I) the initial period, (II) the induction period, (III) the acceleration period,
and (IV) the retardation period (Jansen et al., 2012) (Figure 2.2). However, some researchers
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further divide the retardation period to two more periods (Kumar et al., 2012b) naming,
deceleratory period and retardation period ensuing five total periods for EAH of OPC.

Figure 2.2: Heat flow diagram of OPC (Courtesy of Jansen et al. (Jansen et al., 2012))
The quantity of heat along with the rate at which the heat is evolved depends on the
mineralogical and morphological characteristics of the produced cement clinker which
depends on number of factors including: (1) water/binder ratio, (2) the fineness of cement
clinker, (3) particle size distribution, (4) specific surface area, (5) curing temperature
(Tydlitát et al., 2014), (6) presence of mineral (Langan et al., 2002) and chemical admixtures
(Kumar et al., 2012b), (7) presence of nanomaterials (Land and Stephan, 2015).
During the EAH, two reactions, particularly, silicate reaction and aluminate reaction, as
shown in Equations 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, commandeer the hydration reactions and
resulting heat flow according to Jansen et al. (Jansen et al., 2012):
C3 S + 3.9H → C1.7 SH2.6+1.3H (silicate reaction)

(2.1)

C3 A + 3CS + 32H → C3 A ∗ 3CS ∗ H32 (aluminate reaction)

(2.2)

During the initial period (I), a rapid heat evolution occurs due to the wetting of
cement grains upon receiving water, dissolution of several ions consisting the cement phases,
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and the hydration of hemihydrate (CaSO4. 0.5H2O) and aluminate (C3A) phases. The heat
evolution rate plummets to a very low value within 5 min followed by a constant progression
<2 h, which is called induction period (II), alternatively dormant period. During the dormant
period, formation and disintegration of embryos or clusters continue until the critical radius
for nuclei is attained (Kumar et al., 2012b). After the initial period, the hydration accelerates
and the rate of heat evolution reaches to a maximum at around 6 h of hydration. The
responsible catalyst for this period is alite. After the maximum peak of accelerating period
(III), deceleratory period starts to follow. Not long after the maximum peak, another maxima
appears around 12 h of hydration which is described by Lerch (Lerch, 1946) as “sulfate
depletion peak” because of the higher rate of C3A dissolution and ettringite precipitation. The
heat evolution continually decreases after the surface depletion peak and the reaction is
thought to become diffusion controlled due to the formation of large amount of hydration
products which is also visually evident from the microstructural characterization of the
cement pastes. With the decrease of the heat flow curve, the hydration rate also decreases and
the retardation period (IV) ends. It’s been evident during the EAH that C3S and C3A plays
prominent role in the hydration process along with several other factors already described
above.
In this research, temperature evolution during the hydration of cement composites will
be regard as primary data to evaluate the EAH process alongside microstructural
characterization techniques to buttress the temperature data.
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2.5
2.5.1

Graphene Based Cement Composite

Physical, Mechanical and Microstructural Property

GO, emerging from the chemical exfoliation of graphite, is a good candidate for
cement-composite due to its’ high aspect ratio, excellent dispensability in water and enhanced
mechanical property. Pan et al. showed that, the incorporation of 0.05 wt. % GO can increase
the compressive strength of GOCC up to 15-33% and flexural strength up to 41-59%
respectively (Pan et al., 2015). Elastic modulus increased to 3.70 GPa from 3.48 GPa (Pan et
al., 2015) from cement paste indicating slight increased only probably due to the forming of
low number of cracks by the crack arresting of GO. SEM image (Pan et al., 2015) showed
that compared to other nano-fillers, GO exhibit unique 2D structure which can deflect, tilt or
twist around the crack ensuing higher mechanical strength. Moreover, the pore volume and
pore diameter comparison by Pan et al. (Pan et al., 2015) between cement paste and GO
incorporated cement paste showed that they are quite similar in this aspect. Lv et al. reported
that the mechanical properties of GO-cement paste composite (Lv et al., 2013) depend upon
the GO content as well as the shape of the nucleated crystal (Lv et al., 2014) upon hydration.
Rafiee et al., (Rafiee et al., 2013a) reported that GO can enhance the mechanical properties
by inhibiting the propagation of cracks microstructurally. GO can also be used as oil
adsorption material in underwater construction structures (Rafiee et al., 2013a). Babak et al.,
(Babak et al., 2014) reported that the GO-cement composite exhibited 48% increase in the
tensile strength because of the non-agglomeration of GO in the matrix and nucleation of C-SH around GO platelets. Han et al. have used CNT in concrete pavement as a stress sensor by
measuring electrical resistance upon traffic flow on the pavement (Han et al., 2009).
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Horszczaruk et al. (Horszczaruk et al., 2015) showed that Young’s modulus of GOCC
hover between 5-20 GPa depending on the GO content. He concluded from the comparison
of nanosilica cement composite with GO cement composite that the latter has similar effect
on the hydration process resulting in an emerging nanomaterial on the verge. Extending the
research on GO cement composite, Mohammed et al. (Mohammed et al., 2015) reported that
the total porosity increased with the incorporation of GO in the cement mix. However, with
the addition of more GO content, the porosity decreased eventually. He concluded that GO
has the capability of folding and twisting because of its irregular wrinkly shape which may
lead to the higher porosity because of different arrangement of C-S-H and other hydration
products. But as GO content increases, their capability of twisting and bending are
diminishes, and as a result, porosity decreases (Mohammed et al., 2015). Contrary to the
porosity test, chloride penetration also decreased with the incorporation of GO in the cement
paste followed by increasing trend with the addition of more GO content.
Li et al. (Li et al., 2015) reported that fracture strength of GOCC increased steadily to
~13 MPa (an increase of 51% compared to the control cement paste) at 1.5 wt% GO content
followed by a reduction at 2 wt % GO. TEM, XPS and XRD analyses were also performed
by these researchers.
2.5.2

Electrical Property

The electrical resistivity of cement paste has been an attractive subject among the
cement researchers (Topçu et al., 2012). Electrical conductivity (EC) occurs primarily due to
ion transport through the pore solution in the cement based system and it is an important
parameter to study the hydration process at early stages (Topçu et al., 2012). During
hydration, the capillary pores in the cement are gradually filled up with hydration products
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such as C-S-H, CH, ettringite and the conductivity decreases over time. It is to be noted that
conductivity ∝

1

.

Resistivity

The EC for various blended cement pastes found to be decreasing with increasing
hydration time (Morsy, 1999). The decrease may be attributed to the formation of layer of
hydration products on the surface of cement grains and higher level of consumption of ions
(Salem, 2002, Morsy, 1999). As a result, fewer ions are available for ionic conduction and
also these ions have to find out tortuous path through the capillary pores to carry charge
(Morsy, 1999). Salem also reported a sharp decrease in conductivity value after 30 min of
hydration (Salem, 2002).
Graphite oxide based composites are not appropriate candidates for conductive
materials because of the turbulence in the crystal lattice. For the application of graphene and
its’ derivatives as conductive materials, rGO is an viable alternative (Thinh et al., 2012). In
this research, most of the specimens tested were OD to avoid the ionic conduction. As a
result, the conduction that was observed probably was due to the electronic conduction.
2.6

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX) (Schematic Diagram of SEM and EDX)
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses a focused beam of high-energy

electrons to generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The signals that
derive from electron-specimen interactions reveal information about the specimen including
topographic structure, chemical composition, and crystalline/amorphous structure and
orientation of the crystals comprising the specimens. The typical electron-specimen
interactions depict the following variations (Figure 2.3):
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Figure 2.3: Electron-Matter interaction inside a generic SEM chamber

As we can see from the Figure 2.3, electrons entering the sample can result in a
number of interactions with the atoms comprising the samples. Accelerated electrons can
pass through the material without any interaction, i.e. elastic scattering or, it can experience
inelastic scattering where the electrons undergo loss-of-energy. Elastic and inelastic
scattering originates number of signals as described above.
On the impinging point of electron and the sample, there develops a volume related to
electron scattering, photon and X-ray production. These include:


The energy of the incident electron beam increases the interaction volume, but
decreases the elastic scattering



The interaction volume decreases as a function of mean atomic weight

Each of the signals used are generated from different location on the interaction
volumes, and as a result, each of the signal has different image resolution. From these
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discussions, it can be explained that secondary electrons possess the best image resolution
along with auger electron. Figure 2.4 shows typical arrangement of an SEM.

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of SEM
Other advantages of SEM over optical microscopy include:


SEM benefits from a large depth of field so most of the specimen surface is
simultaneously in focus whatever the surface roughness is.



Much higher magnification can be obtained with SEM with an ultimate resolution of
1 nm.



SEM permits non-destructive evaluation of the specimen.



Large specimen can be tested.
FESEM actually include all of the above advantages of SEM and moreover, it

demonstrates:


The ability to examine smaller-area contamination spots at electron accelerating
voltages compatible with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX).
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Reduced penetration of low-kinetic-energy electrons probes closer to the immediate
material surface



High-quality, low-voltage images with negligible electrical charging of samples
(accelerating voltages ranging from 0.5 to 30 kilovolts).



Essentially no need for placing conducting coatings on insulating materials.
EDX analysis in SEM is the most common application of X-ray microanalysis. From

this analysis, it is possible to get very useful quantitative results from a wide range of
materials. But, it should be noted that the data not be misinterpreted. It is needed to have a
clear knowledge of the technique for quality microanalysis (Bell and Garratt-Reed, 2003).
Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), also refer to as EDS or EDAX, is an X-ray
technique used to identify the elemental composition of a specimen. Application includes
materials and product research, trouble shooting, de-formulation etc.
EDX systems are additional attachments to SEM instruments where the imaging
capability of the microscope is used to identify the specimen of interest. The data generated
by EDX analysis consist of spectra showing peaks corresponding to the elements making up
the true composition of the sample being analyzed.
In a multi technique approach EDX becomes very powerful, particularly in
contamination analysis and concrete characterization. The technique can be qualitative, semiquantitative, quantitative, and also provide spatial distribution of elements. The EDX
technique is non-destructive and specimens of interest can be examined with little or no
sample preparation.
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2.7

X-ray Diffraction

2.7.1

Bragg’s Law

The first ever crystal structure reported was that of NaCl by father and son W. H. and
W. L. Bragg in 1913. By 1957, the theory of crystal diffraction was advanced sufficiently and
the structure of penicillin was published. In 1958, the first ever three dimensional model of a
complex protein called myoglobin was determined (Tilley, 2006).
The underlying theory behind this attribute of diffraction is a beam of radiation will
only be diffracted if it impinges upon a set of planes in a crystal defined by the Miller indices
(hkl). If the geometry of the situation fulfils specific conditions, the Bragg’s law is defined in
Equation 2.3 as:
nλ = 2𝑑hklsinθ

(2.3)

where n is the order of reflection, λ is the wavelength of the radiation, dhkl is the
interplanar spacing between the (hkl) planes of atoms in a crystal and θ is the diffracted angle
of Bragg angle, as shown in Figure 2.5. Alternatively, it can be said that the planes of atoms
will diffract radiation only when illuminated at an angle θB=sin−1 (nλ/2𝑑hkl). Here, θB is
termed as Bragg angle. The angle between the direction of incident beam and diffracted beam
is equal to 2θ. Bragg’s law gives the situation under which the diffraction occurs and the
position of the diffracted beam.

Figure 2.5: Incident and Scattered Electron beam on a particular lattice plane of a crystal
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Bragg’s law applies to all the infinite number of sets of atomic planes inside a crystal.
Thus, if a crystal is rotated in a beam of radiation, each set of planes will diffract the radiation
when the value of sin𝜃 becomes appropriate. This is the principle by which diffraction data is
collected for the whole crystal in powder format which means no preferred orientation. The
arrangement of the diffraction beam, when taken together, is the diffraction pattern of a
crystal.
2.7.2 Bravais Lattice and Determination of Crystal Structure (Table of Bravais lattice)
All the materials fall under seven crystal systems and 14 crystal lattices (Callister and
Rethwisch, 2013) which are depicted in Table 2. The axial relationships between the unit
cells of the crystals are also shown in the Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Lattice parameter relationships showing seven crystal systems
Crystal System
Cubic
Hexagonal

Axial Relationships
a=b=c
a=b≠c

Interaxial Angles
α = β = γ = 900
α = β = 900 , γ = 1200

Tetragonal
Rhombohedral
Orthorhombic
Monoclinic
Triclinic

a=b≠c
a=b=c
a≠b≠c
a≠b≠c
a≠b≠c

α = β = γ = 900
α = β = γ ≠ 900
α = β = γ = 900
α = γ = 900 ≠ β
α ≠ β ≠ γ ≠ 900

Bravais Lattice
3
1
2
1
4
2
1

The In the Table, a,b,c are lattice parameters in X,Y,Z directions and α,β, and λ are
angles between y-z, x-z and x-y axes, respectively.
The most common phases found in cement are summarized in the Appendix B
according to ASTM C1365 (ASTMC1365, 2011) specification. For the convenience, the
common phases and their alternative nomenclature are summarized in a separate Table (Table
2.3).
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Table 2.3: Common phases and formulas of cement phases before and after hydration

After
Hydration

Before
Hydration

Common phases

Chemical Formula

Tricalcium silicate
Dicalcium silicate
Tricalcium
aluminate
Tetracalcium
alumino-ferrite
Gypsum
Calcium
hydroxide
Ettringite
Jennite
Tobermorite
Calcium carbonate

Alternative Name

3CaO.SiO2
2CaO.SiO2
3CaO.Al2O3

Cement
Chemists’
Notation
C3S
C2S
C3A

4CaO.(Al,Fe)2O3

C4AF

Brownmillerite

CaSO4.2H2O
Ca(OH)2

CS
CH

Portlandite

Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12.26(H2O)
----CaCO3

---------

AFt
----Calcite

Alite
Belite/ Larnite
Celite

It can be seen that mostly the unit cells found in the crystalline phases of cements are
hexagonal, monoclinic, orthorhombic and triclinic which also demonstrates that there are not
much symmetry in the cement phases.
2.7.3

Calculation of Interplanar Spacings and Miller Indices

The peak positions alternatively known as Bragg angle in XRD patterns reveals the
interplanar spacings between the diffracting planes, from which crystal structure
determination is possible. On the other hand, the diffracting miller indices of planes lead to
the structure factor calculation, which can be used to calculate the peak intensity. Peak
intensities of XRD patterns determine the atomic coordinates of the atoms in the unit cell
(Cullity, 1956). A simple example for determination of interplanar spacings and structure
factor calculation of a face centered cubic (FCC) crystal is described in the following section.
Structure Factor can be determined from the Equation 2.4,
2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑢+𝑘𝑣+𝑙𝑤)
𝐹 = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 𝑒

(2.4)

Assuming, Intensity of the diffraction spot, I ∝ F 2
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Here,
fi = Atomic scattering factor of atom i
h,k,l = miller indices
u,v,w = fractional coordinates of atom i
1 1

1

1

1 1

Coordinates of atoms in FCC: [0,0,0] [2 , 2 , 0] [2 , 0, 2] [0, 2 , 2]
As a result the structure factor reveals in Equation 2.5 as,
𝐹 = f(1 + eπi(h+k) + eπi(k+l) + eπi(h+l) )

(2.5)

So, if (hkl) is mixed (i.e., odd and even), F is present, and for unmixed (hkl), F=0,
consequentially I is also 0.
The extinction rules for diffraction spots of FCC crystals and the only permissible
diffraction spots are clearly shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.
Table 2.4: Extinction rules for FCC material
h, k, l
Mixed (even and odd)
Unmixed (either all
odd or all even)

F
0
4f

I
0
|4f|2

The (hkl) values can be calculated from the Equation 2.6 for cubic crystals.
1
d2

=

h2 +k2 +l2

(2.6)

a2

If the F is calculated for different (hkl) values starting from (100), the diffraction
pattern will be comprised of the following peaks.
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Table 2.5: Theoretical diffraction pattern of a FCC crystal for several (hkl) value
h2+k2+l2
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

hkl
100
110
111
200
210
211
220
221/300
310
311
222

Status of peak












The diffraction pattern for pure Co (an FCC crystal) should resemble as the following
graph in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Typical X-ray diffraction pattern of a pure FCC metal
From this above Figure (Figure 2.6), it is evident that the theoretical calculation
depicts only the mixed indices for an FCC crystal. Details of the calculation of interplanar
spacings are given in Appendix A.
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2.8

Theory of Nucleation and Growth of Phases
2.8.1

Homogeneous Nucleation

If a given volume of liquid is at a temperature ΔT below melting temperature Tm with
a free energy G1 and some of the atoms clustered together to form a small sphere of solid as
in Figure 2.7, the free energy change can be calculated by the following formula (Equation
2.7) (Porter et al., 2009):

∆G =

LV ∆T

(2.7)

Tm

Here, ∆G is free energy change due to the formation of solid from liquid, and Lv is the
latent heat of fusion per unit volume. The excess free energy associated with the solid particle
can be minimized with carful approximation of particle shape as shown in Equation 2.8:
4

∆Gr = − 3 πr 3 ∆GV + 4πr 2 γSL

(2.8)

Here, r is radius of spherical particle, and γSL is interfacial surface between solid and
liquid.

Figure 2.7: Homogeneous nucleation
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If r<r* (r*=critical nucleus size/radius), the system can lower its’ free energy by
dissolution of solid, whereas, when, r>r*, the free energy of the system increases, when solid
grows. Solid particles with r<r*, are knowns as clusters because they are unsTable. On the
other hand, r>r* is known as nuclei. When, dG= 0, r=r*, and as a result, the cluster is in
equilibrium with its’ surroundings. The critical nucleus size and critical free energy, can be
obtained by the Equations 2.9 and 2.10,

r∗ =
∆G∗ =

2γSL

(2.9)

∆GV
16πγ3SL
3(∆GV )2

(2.10)
2.8.2

Heterogeneous Nucleation

The formation of an embryo on the surface of a mold or defect can be shown
schematically by the following Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Heterogeneous nucleation
Excess free energy (shown in Equation 2.11) associated with the formation of the
embryo is,
∆Ghet = −VS ∆Gv + ALS γLS + ASM γSM − ASM γML

(2.11)

Here, VS is the volume of the spherical formation, ALS and ASM are solid/liquid and
solid/mold interfaces, γLS , γSM , and γML are liquid/solid, solid/mold and mold/liquid
interfacial energies, respectively. ΔGhet can be written in terms of cap radius r and wetting
angle θ as in Equation 2.12,
1

∆Ghet = {− 3 πr 3 ∆Gv + 4πr 2 γLS } S(θ)

(2.12)
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Here, S(θ) is shape factor of particles.

Figure 2.9: Variation of free energy for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation with the
radius of nuclei
As S(θ) will always be ≤1, hence, ∆Ghet ≤ ∆Ghom as shown in the Figure 2.9.
Because, activation energy for heterogeneous nucleation is actually lower than that of
homogeneous nucleation, the rate of occurrence of the former is much higher. Depending on
the defect present, the rate of heterogeneous nucleation varies. Different kinds of defects
include:


Vacancies (0D defect:. both substitutional and interstitial)



Dislocations (1D defect: edge and screw or mixed)



Grain boundaries (2D defect)



Twin boundaries (2D defect)



Surfaces (2D defect)



Antiphase boundaries (2D defect)



Pores, voids (3D defect)



Second phase particles (3D defect)
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2.8.3

Nucleation and Growth Processes of Cement Grains

It is well established that the nucleation and growth process control the mechanism of
cement hydration (Kumar et al., 2012a).Early age hydration (EAH) is progressed by the
mechanism of nucleation and growth of hydration products, most importantly from C3S and
C2S. These experimental results are also supported by plethora of analytical models and
simulation results, among which the model presented by Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov
(JMAK) model is the preeminent (Scherer et al., 2012, Bishnoi, 2013). A simplified form of
the Avrami Equation (Equation 2.13) is as follows:
− ln(1 − V) = kt n

(2.13)

Here, V is the fraction of volume transformed, k is a constant depending on the rate of
nucleation and growth, and t is time.
JMAK model assumes that nucleation occurs randomly throughout the hydration
space but in fact employing Cahn’s model of transformation of polycrystalline materials,
Thomas (Thomas, 2007) showed that, nucleation occurs along grain boundary (GB). His
research actually gave a better fit to the calorimetric data compared to the JMAK model
although it assumed that the rate of nucleation was constant throughout the process.
However, computer simulations indicated that there are sudden bursts of nucleation in the
early few minutes of hydration and then growth continued from the sTable nuclei (Scherer et
al., 2012). Scherer et al. (Scherer et al., 2012) concluded that the Cahn’s model is only valid
for the nucleation and growth kinetics of EAH, especially when single phase is reacting
(namely, C3S).
From the literature review, it is well known that energy barrier will dictate the
occurrence of homogenous or heterogeneous nucleation. Zeng et al. (Zeng et al., 2015) was,
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to the best of knowledge, first reported that strong heterogeneous nucleation are responsible
for the formation of ice embryo from NaCl solutions that were confined within cement paste.
So far, no reports are available about the involvement of homogenous and
heterogeneous nucleation on GO/rGO cement composite.
2.9

Research Gap and Focus of this Research

Although, researchers discussed above have studied the mechanical and
microstructural properties of GO-contained cement paste in the recent years the studies
focused mostly around the mechanical properties and microstructural behavior of the GOCC.
The cause of increase in strength from the nanoscale standpoint due to the incorporation of
GO in cement paste is overlooked.
Cement phases react with water to form C-S-H gel (Neville, 1995). It was observed
experimentally that when GO is incorporated in the cement and water, it tends to hold the
microcracks together resulting in higher strength (Lv et al., 2013). On the other hand, it is
believed that the functional groups (Kuila et al., 2012) associated with GO can act potential
seeding sites for the nucleation of C-S-H. As GO content increases, so does the number of
these nucleation sites, resulting in a formation of large number of C-S-H nuclei. Moreover,
the activation energy for formation of stable nucleus are lowered due to the heterogeneous
nucleation (Callister and Rethwisch, 2013), resulting in fewer atoms to form a nucleus which
leads to finer particles. It is established by extensive experiments on metals and ceramics that
strength of a material somewhat increases with decrease in square root of (Abbaschian et al.,
2008) grain size, which can be quantitatively determined by the famous Hall-Petch
relationship.
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For example, Bullard (Bullard, 2008) and Livingston (Livingston et al., 2001)
reported that heterogeneous nucleation of C-S-H on C3S surfaces could account for the
evolution of degree of hydration. Luc suggested that the degree of hydration also depends on
the number of seeding sites (Nicoleau, 2010). Wu and Young (Wu and Young, 1984)
attributed the accelerated rate of hydration of C3S on colloidal silica to C-S-H nucleating on
the surface of silica particles. They observed that if the C3S paste has no seeding, the normal
nucleation and growth process does not provide enough C-S-H surfaces for appreciable
growth rates to occur. They concluded that the accelerate hydration rates are characterized by
nucleation and growth of C-S-H which must have enough growing regions, i.e. nucleation
sites.
To prove our hypothesis, AFM, XPS, SEM/EDX and XRD material characterization
techniques are employed alongside compressive strength tests for the primary measure of
strength. AFM determines the thickness of the GO sheets and XPS evaluates the presence of
functional groups of GO. SEM and EDX provide information about the different forms of CS-H that play critical role in proving the occurrence of heterogeneous nucleation in GOcement paste system. XRD was used to prove the presence of actual hydration products and
their crystallite sizes alongside with their tentative quantity from corresponding peak areas
which are essential to prove our hypothesis of heterogeneous nucleation due to GO.
After extensive literature review of GO-based, several research gaps come into view.
These research gaps and focus of this current research are discussed below.
Although GO-cement composite research is at its’ infancy compared to the CNTcement research, there have been some establishments of some good papers and researchers.
However, the results reported revolve around the mechanical properties of GO-cement
composite and their microstructural evolution with hydration periods. But few attempts have
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been made to describe the hydration properties of GO cement composite in fundamental
approach of phase transformation- nucleation and growth process. In this research, SEM and
XRD techniques were employed to understand the nucleation procedure of GO-cement
composite.
Mechanical properties of rGO-cement paste are investigated. rGO is on the order of
interest because of its’ proximity to the graphene in behavior.
EAH hydration characteristics of rGO-cement composite are also investigated.
Nucleation behavior of rGO-cement paste in lieu of EAH hydration is investigated.
Lastly, electrical resistivity of rGO-cement composite is studied and compared with
existing data from other composites.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES
3.1

Introduction

This chapter explains the materials and methods used for carrying out numerous
mechanical properties, microstructural and electrical conductivity tests. Specimens for GOCC
and rGOCC are prepared with 0.01 wt. % and 0.05 wt. % concentration of GO. 0.5%, 1%,
and 5% rGO were chosen as the regimented concentration for rGOCC for ER tests.
Microstructural property tests were conducted on stipulated specimens of GOCC and rGOCC
on different test days using FESEM/EDX and XRD techniques. Early age hydration
characteristics of rGOCC were evaluated with FESEM/EDX and XRD techniques. Moreover,
heat evolutions during the hydration of the specimens are determined using indirect
temperature measurement techniques on different GOCC and rGOCC specimens.
3.2

Materials Used for Graphene-Oxide Cement Composite (GOCC) Specimen
3.2.1 Materials and Tests
3.2.1.1 Cement

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) confirming to ASTM C150 (Type II) is used as
primary binding material in casting of cement composite. Water/cement (w/c) ratio for
casting of cement composite is 0.50 by the weight of cement.
3.2.1.2 Graphene Oxide (GO)
Graphene oxide was prepared from natural purified graphite by modified Hummers
method from natural graphite powder purchased from Dixon Graphite (Microfyne). 10 mg of
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GO was dispersed in 10 mL of deionized water (DI water) using cup-horn ultrasonication to
generate a homogeneous brown solution.
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Figure 3.1 (a) AFM image of GO monolayers with the thickness of 1 nm (b) XPS spectrum of
GO
The chemical composition of GO was examine using XPS (Kratos Axis 165
Manchester, UK) in

Figure 3.1 (b). The XPS spectrum of GO indicated considerable degree

of oxidation with four components that corresponded to carbon atoms in different functional
groups: non oxygenated ring carbon C (284.5 eV), C in C-O bond (286.6 eV), carbonyl C
(287.6 eV) and carboxylate carbon (O-C=O, 289.1 eV). The results correspond to the similar
findings by Dreyer et al. (Dreyer et al., 2010).
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3.2.2

Material Preparation

GO used in the cement composite is presented in Figure 3.2. It has dark brownish
appearance and is highly viscous in nature.

Figure 3.2: Graphene Oxide represented by brownish color viscous fluid
3.2.3

Mix Proportions and Casting of Specimens

Two dosages-0.01% and 0.05% GO (by the weight of cement) are mixed with cement
and water. As the quantity of GO is much lower compared to the weight of cement, the water
associated with GO has negligible effect on the w/c ratio of the specimens. Three different
batches are prepared among which all the three batches contain cement and water while the
second and third batches contain 0.01% and 0.05% GO, respectively. Casting was carried out
based on the relevant tests which included compressive strength, flexural tests and
microstructural characterization tests.
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Experimental work plan for GOCC specimens are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Work plan for GOCC specimens
Cement, GO and water is used in a mixing bowl. Kitchen Aid® sand mixer with 6speed is used for the mixing process according to ASTM C305 (ASTMC305, 2013).
Electronic Analytical Balance from DigiWeigh with a precision of 0.0001 g was used to
measure the quantity of GO to be used in cement paste. GO dispersed in water and water,
casted specimens and demolded cement composite cubes are shown in Figure 3.3.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 3.4: Mixing of cement composite, (b) GOCC specimens after mixing, (c) GOCC
specimens with 0.01% GO at demolding after 24 h.
3.2.4 Curing Regime and Testing Conditions for Mechanical, Microstructural and Electrical
Conductivity Tests
The cast GOCC specimens were kept under airtight cover for 24 h to ensure the
containment of moisture within the specimens according to ASTM C192 (13). The specimens
were then demolded and kept fully submerged in water for curing until the appointed time for
the tests, which, in this case is 3, 7, 14, and 28 d for compressive strength tests, and 3 and 28
d for material characterization tests i.e., SEM and XRD tests.
3.2.5

Specimen Preparation and Testing

Compressive strength is used as mechanical property tests performed in this study.
Specimens were casted in 33mm3 cubes and then tested on the selected test days after water
curing. The specimens for compressive strength tests were taken out from the water curing
condition after 3, 7, 14 and 28 d of curing, wiped with clean dry clothes and kept for 30
minutes before testing. Three specimens were tested on each test days and averaged to get the
final compressive strength. Compressive strength tests were performed according to ASTM
C109 (C109, 2013).
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Pieces of broken specimens approximately 8mm-by-6mm in size were taken out after
the flexural strength tests on 3 and 28 d. The specimens were immersed under acetone for 48
hours to inhibit the continued hydration process followed by 24 h of oven drying at 105±5°C.
The specimens were kept into airtight test tubes under vacuum condition for SEM
characterization tests.
Similar to specimen preparation for SEM tests, broken pieces were collected and kept
under acetone for 48 hours which are followed by 24 h of oven drying condition around
105±5°C. The specimens were then taken out from the oven cooled and grinded by pestle
which passes through 45µm sieve according to ASTM C1365 (ASTMC1365, 2011) to
prepare for XRD powder tests.
3.2.6

Mechanical Property Tests

The minute details (Figure 3.4) of the compressive strength tests were carried out
according to ASTM C109. (C109, 2013).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Compressive Strength Tests (a) performed of GOCC specimens performed by
MTS, (b) broken shards of GOCC specimens showing agglomeration of GO on some
locations
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3.2.7

Microstructural Tests

3.2.7.1 FESEM & EDX
Specimens prepared for the SEM tests were coated with Au-Pd Sputter coating before
characterizing by ZEISS ULTRA-55 SEM equipment, other wisely known as Field Emission
SEM or FESEM. It was ensure beforehand that no dust particles contaminate the surface of
the specimen, otherwise the dust particles will contaminate the cathode chamber and the
travelling electrons through the cathode ray tube will be dispersed by the dust particles and
no meaningful visual observations will be possible (Goldstein et al., 2007). Working distance
was set as 12 mm for the specimens for imaging and observations are made using several
magnifications such as 500X, 2000X, 5000X, 10000X, and 20000X. For EDX analysis, the
WD was revert to 10 mm. Chemical analyses on several distinctive points are carried out by
EDX spectrum associated with the SEM instrument. A typical flowchart of the specimen
preparation in the SEM chamber and its’ outcome are shown in Figure

Figure 3.6: Sample preparation and assimilation for GOCC/rGOCC specimens in FESEM
chamber
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3.2.7.2 XRD
Rigaku D/MAX XRD II is used for peak pattern analyses and phase identification of
the specimens. CuKα radiation with wavelength 1.54501Å is used as the source X-ray for the
testing. To acquire appropriate phases, diffraction angle, 2θ=5~80° and step size of 0.05 have
been chosen. Quartz specimen was used for the calibration of the goniometer.
Test conducted for GOCC are listed in the Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Specimen details with tests conducted for GOCC/rGOCC specimens
Tests

Test days

Size of the
specimens

Compressive
strength

3,7,14,28 d

29 mm3 cubes

Flexural Tests

7,14,28 d

Microstructural
Tests (0.01% and
0.05%)
Microstructural
Tests (0.01% and
0.05%)

3.3

Curing regime

7, 28 d

6 mm-8 mm
pieces

7,28 d

Powder<
45μm

Fully submerged in water until
test day
Fully submerged in water until
test day
Submerged in water→48 hours
under acetone→24 h in OD at
105℃
Submerged in water→48 hours
under acetone→24 h in OD at
105℃ →Grinding

Testing
Apparatus/Methods
MTS
MTS
FESEM, EDX

XRD

Materials Used for Reduced Graphene-Oxide Cement Composite (rGOCC) Specimen
3.3.1 Materials and Tests
3.3.1.1 Cement
Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) confirming to ASTM C150 (Type II) is used as

primary binding material in casting of cement composite. Water/cement ratio for casting of
cement composite is 0.50 by the weight of cement.
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3.3.1.2 Reduced Graphene Oxide (GO)
rGO is pitch black in color and viscous as GO. Dry rGO is similar to powdered lead
of pencils. The work schedule for rGOCC specimens are shown below (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Work schedule for rGOCC specimens
3.3.2

Material Preparation

rGO was prepared by reduction of functional groups from GO basal plane using
hydrazine. 1 mg of rGO was dispersed in 1 mL of maker making 1mg/mL solution
concentration.

3.3.3

Mix Proportions and Casting of Specimens
3.3.3.1 Mechanical Property Tests

Similar to GOCC, 0.01% and 0.05% rGO (by the weight of cement) are mixed with
cement and water. As the quantity of rGO is much lower compared to the weight of cement,
the water associated with GO has negligible effect on the w/c ratio of the specimens. Three
different batches are prepared among which all the three batches contain cement and water
while the second and third batches contain 0.01% and 0.05% GO, respectively. Casting was
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carried out based on the relevant tests which included compressive strength, flexural tests and
microstructural characterization tests.
Cement, rGO and water is used in a mixing bowl. Kitchen Aid® sand mixer with 6speed is used for the mixing process according to ASTM C305 (ASTMC305, 2013).
Electronic Analytical Balance from DigiWeigh with a precision of 0.0001 g was used to
measure the quantity of rGO to be used in cement paste.
3.3.3.2 Electrical Resistivity Tests
Three different concentrations, 0.5%, 1%, and 5% rGO are used in the rGOCC for ER
tests followed by 7 d of curing. rGO are mixed with cement with 0.50 w/c ratio in 0.4 cm3
molds, and then tested as follows (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Preparation of rGOCC for Electrical Resistivity
3.3.3.3 Early Age Hydration Tests
It has been studied that nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes, nanofibers, and
others alter the early age hydration behavior of cement paste. On this note, two different
concentrations-0.10% and 0.50% rGO are mixed with cement to cast rGOOC specimens to
evaluate early age hydration characteristics of cement composite with the incorporation of
rGO. EAH tests are carried out using FESEM/EDX and XRD tests.
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3.3.4 Curing Regime and Testing Conditions for Mechanical, Microstructural and Electrical
Conductivity Tests
rGOCC specimens were kept under airtight cover for 24 h to ensure that the moisture
within the specimens cannot evaporate according to ASTM C192 (13). The specimens were
then demolded and kept fully submerged in water for curing until the appointed time for the
tests, which, in this case is 3, 7, 14, and 28 d for compressive strength tests, 7, 14 and 28 d for
flexural tests and 3 and 28 d for material characterization (microstructural) tests i.e., SEM
and XRD tests.
The specimens were demolded from the mold after 7 d of curing and put into ovendried condition for 24 h at approximately 105±5℃. By following the procedure of Zhang et
al. (Zhang et al., 2008) silver paste was applied on the surface of the specimens and kept for
approximately 20 minutes to form a good contact with electrode. DC bias voltages of 0.1V,
1V and 10 V are applied on both sides of the specimens. FESEM/EDX and XRD analysis
was performed on the specimens to correlate the microstructure of the specimens with the
resistivity behavior.
Six specimens were prepared for 15min, 1 h, 3 h, and 24 h of testing time with 1%
rGO in the cement composite. After the stipulated time of curing, the specimens underwent
similar procedures as microstructural tests for GOCC and rGOCC. The specimens were then
taken out from the oven and put inside airtight plastic bags for SEM tests and airtight vial for
XRD tests.
3.3.5

Specimen Preparation and Testing

Compressive strength and flexural strength tests are used as mechanical property tests
performed in this study. Specimens were casted in 33mm3 cubes and then tested on the
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selected test days after water curing. The specimens for compressive strength tests were taken
out from the water curing condition after 3, 7, 14 and 28 d of curing, wiped with clean dry
clothes and kept for 30 min before testing. Three specimens were tested on each test days and
averaged to get the final compressive strength. Compressive strength tests were performed
according to ASTM C109 (C109, 2013).
Pieces of broken specimens approximately 8mm-by-6mm in size were taken out after
the flexural strength tests on 3 and 28 d. The specimens were immersed under acetone for 48
hours to inhibit the continued hydration process followed by 24 h of oven drying at 105±5°C.
The specimens were kept into airtight test tubes under vacuum condition for SEM
characterization tests.
Similar to specimen preparation for SEM tests, broken pieces were collected and kept
under acetone for 48 hours which are followed by 24 h of oven drying condition around
105±5°C. The specimens were then taken out from the oven cooled and grinded by pestle
which passes through 45µm sieve according to ASTM C1365 (ASTMC1365, 2011) to
prepare for XRD powder tests.
3.3.6

Mechanical Property Tests

The minute details of the compressive strength tests were carried out according to
ASTM C109. (C109, 2013). Flexural tests on rGO composites are performed according to
ASTM C78 (C78, 2015).
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3.3.7

Microstructural Tests for Mechanical Properties
3.3.7.1 FESEM & EDX

Specimens prepared for the SEM tests were coated with Au-Pd Sputter coating before
characterizing by ZEISS ULTRA-55 SEM equipment, other wisely known as Field Emission
SEM or FESEM. It was ensure beforehand that no dust particles contaminate the surface of
the specimen, otherwise the dust particles will contaminate the cathode chamber and the
travelling electrons through the cathode ray tube will be dispersed by the dust particles and
no meaningful visual observations will be possible (Goldstein et al., 2007). Working distance
(WD) was set as 12 mm for the specimens for imaging and observations are made using
several magnifications such as 500X, 2000X, 5000X, 10000X, and 20000X. For EDX
analysis, the WD was revert to 10 mm. Chemical analyses on several distinctive points are
carried out by EDX spectrum associated with the SEM instrument.
3.3.7.2 XRD
Rigaku D/MAX XRD II is used for peak pattern analyses and phase identification of
the specimens. CuKα radiation with wavelength 1.54501Å is used as the source X-ray for the
testing. To acquire appropriate phases, diffraction angle, 2θ=5~80° and step size of 0.05 have
been chosen. Quartz specimen was used for the calibration of the goniometer.
3.3.8

Microstructural Tests for Electrical Properties
3.3.8.1 FESEM & EDX

For SEM tests of ER properties on rGOCC specimens, 0.40 mm3 cubes were broken into
pieces and several pieces were submerged under acetone for 48 h before taking out and
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putting into oven for 24 h at 105±5 ℃. After removing from oven, the samples were kept into
vials until the actual test in FESEM and EDX. Three sets of specimens were prepared for
SEM tests for 0.5%, 1%, and 5% rGO contents. For, SSD conditioned specimens, the
specimens are removed from the curing container, wiped, chunks are cut-off from the
specimens, and kept into airtight vials for SEM tests. Details of the specimen condition and
specification can be consulted from Table 3.1
3.3.9

Specimen Preparation for Early Age Hydration Tests
3.3.9.1 FESEM & EDX

Six specimens were prepared for 15min, 1 h, 3 h, and 24 h of testing time with 0.1%
and 0.5% rGO in the cement composite. After the stipulated time of curing, the specimens
underwent similar procedures as microstructural tests for GOCC and rGOCC. The specimens
were then taken out from the oven and put inside airtight vials for SEM tests and XRD tests.
Specimens prepared for the SEM tests were coated with Au-Pd Sputter coating before
characterizing by ZEISS ULTRA-55 SEM equipment, other wisely known as Field Emission
SEM or FESEM. It was ensure beforehand that no dust particles contaminate the surface of
the specimen, otherwise the dust particles will contaminate the cathode chamber and the
travelling electrons through the cathode ray tube will be dispersed by the dust particles and
no meaningful visual observations will be possible (Goldstein et al., 2007). Working distance
was set as 12 mm for the specimens for imaging and observations are made using several
magnifications such as 500X, 2000X, 5000X, 10000X, and 20000X. For EDX analysis, the
WD was revert to 10 mm. Chemical analyses on several distinctive points are carried out by
EDX spectrum associated with the SEM instrument.
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3.3.9.2 XRD
The collected specimens for SEM were taken out from the oven and grinded passed
45μm for powder XRD tests. The powdered specimens were kept in different airtight vials
for different test times.
Rigaku D/MAX XRD II is used for peak pattern analyses and phase identification of
the specimens. CuKα radiation with wavelength λ=1.54501Å is used as the source X-ray for
the testing. To acquire appropriate phases, diffraction angle, 2θ=5~80° and step size of 0.05
have been chosen. Quartz specimen was used for the calibration of the goniometer.
3.3.9.3 Temperature Measurement during Early Age Hydration
Heat evolution is inherent in cement hydration due to the exothermic reactions of C 3S
and C2S cement phases with water. Temperature measurement profile is one of the indirect
indications of heat profile of cement hydration within certain duration. As a result a
temperature data-logger (Figure 3.5) is used to measure temperatures of rGOCC samples with
a range of rGO concentrations, usually for first 24 hours.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: (a) Electrode immersed in cement paste for measuring temperature, (b) T1
electrode showing the air temperature whereas T2 stipulates the temperature inside the
cement paste at a particular hydration time.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, mechanical properties of GOCC and rGOCC are presented followed
by microstructural investigations using FESEM and XRD. In FESEM is used to study to
topographic analyses of GOCC and rGOCC. Chemical analyses are carried out by EDX.
Phase identification and crystal structures are determined with XRD. ER characteristics of
rGOCC are investigated experimentally followed by microstructural investigation of the
composite to bring forth the correlation between the network of rGO and electrical
conductivity. Finally, EAH properties of rGOCC are investigated from at the age of 15 min, 1
h, 3 h and 24 h up using FESEM and XRD.
4.2

Mechanical Properties of GO-Cement Composite

Compressive strength tests were conducted to evaluate the effect of GO on the
mechanical behavior of GO cement composite. As shown in Figure 4.1 (a), compressive
strength of GOCC-0.05% specimens reached up to 22.7 MPa at 28 d compared to 18.2 and
17.6 MPa for GOCC-0.01% and control specimen, respectively, showing 29% and increment
in strength over the control specimen (cement paste) and GOCC-0.01%, respectively. After 3
d, GOCC-0.05% and GOCC-0.01% specimens showed 24% and 16% increment, respectively
in strength compared to the cement paste specimens. Although GOCC-0.01% exhibited
higher strength compared to the control specimen, as hydration continues, the strength gain
diminishes and after 28 d GOCC-0.01% shows only 3.4% increase. On the other hand, the
compressive strength of GOCC-0.05% continued to increase until 28 d. The density of
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GOCC specimens increased with GO content as shown in Figure 4.1 (b). This can be
attributed to the filling of nanopores by GO sheets.
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(a)

Demolded density at 3-day (kg/m3)
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Grapjene Oxide-Cement Composite

(b)
Figure 4.1: (a) Compressive Strength, (b) Demolded density of GOCC-0.01% and GOCC0.05%
The strength increase in GOCC specimens can be the consequence of two distinctive
contributions: 1) “crack bridging” effect, and 2) heterogeneous nucleation. First, GO sheets
act as the bridging agent between the cracks created during the compressive strength testing
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(Rafiee et al., 2013a). GO is well known for its high Young’s modulus and intrinsic tensile
strength capacity (Liu et al., 2012). Eventually, as cracks are developed and propagated, GO
sheets may hold them together resulting in higher strength which is introduced as “crack
bridging (Chandler et al., 2010, Banthia and Nandakumar, 2003, Banthia and Sheng, 1996).
Second, as CNTs acts as heterogeneous nucleation sites in cement paste, it is believed that
GO can act as same manner (Sedaghat et al., 2014). If the GO sheets in cement paste also act
as heterogeneous nucleation sites, the activation energy of hydration reactions decreases and
the reaction rates increases, which, eventually produces more C-S-H and portlandite rapidly
(Sedaghat et al., 2014). When activation energy decreases, it will take less effort to produce
sTable nuclei of same critical radius compared to the homogeneous nuclei (Porter et al.,
2009). For example, it will take less effort to produce same grain size for GOCC-0.05% or
GOCC-0.01% specimens compared to cement paste specimens. GOCC-0.05% specimens
have more GO sites compared to either GOCC-0.01% or control specimens, which may
explain its higher strength. The fracture patterns of GOCC specimens in the following Figure
4.2 dictates the tortuous path of crack propagation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.2: (a), (b) and (c) Fracture pattern of GOCC with 0.05% GO content
4.3

Mechanical Properties of rGO-Cement Composite
4.3.1

Compressive Strength

Compressive strength increased by 5.46% for rGOCC-0.01% specimen compared to
plain cement paste after 3 d of hydration. rGOCC-0.05% specimen showed 17% increased
after same duration. After 28 d of hydration, rGOCC-0.01% specimens showed 7% increment
for same duration of hydrated cement pastes; however, rGOCC-0.05% showed 21% increase
in compressive strength. It is also evident that rGOCC-0.01% did not start off with very high
early strength compared to cement paste whereas rGOCC-0.05% was almost 400 psi higher
in compressive strength.
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Figure 4.3: Compressive strength variation for rGOCC-0.01% and rGOCC-0.05% specimens

Compressive strength of cement increased 42% after 28 d of hydration compared to
its’ value from 3 d. On the other hand, strengths for rGOCC-0.01% and rGOCC-0.05%
increased 44% and 47%, respectively for the same duration, indicating the rate of
compressive strength increment for rGO composites are also higher than that of cement.
Although increase in compressive strength is evident for rGOCC specimens, it was lower
than compressive strength developed by GOCC specimens, indicating that the decrease in
reactive functional groups for rGOCC specimens might be responsible for lowered strength.
4.3.2

Flexural Strength

Figure 4.4 below demonstrates the typical setup for 3-point bending test (Flexural
strength test) of rGO-cement specimens according to ASTM. The contact point between the
load cell and the specimen was in the center of the specimen.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Test setup for 3-point bending tests for GOCC/rGOCC specimens, (b)
Specimen condition after the test
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Crack propagation was found out to be within the middle third part (designated by the
L/3 in Figure 4.3) of all the specimen after the bending test.
Loading rate was calculated using the following formula (Equation 4.1),

r=

Sbd2

(4.1)

L

Here, r= loading rate, lb/min,
S= rate of increase in maximum stress on the tension face, psi/min,
b=average width of the specimen as oriented for testing, in,
d=average depth of the specimen as oriented for testing, in,
L= span length, in.
Modulus of rupture of the tested specimen was calculated using,

R=

PL

(4.2)

bd2

Here, R= modulus of rupture, psi,
P=maximum applied load indicated by the testing machine, lbf,
L= span length, in,
b= average width of the specimen at fracture, in,
d= average depth of the specimen at fracture, in.
The following Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4 represent the modulus of rupture with the
curing age for rGO specimens. rGOCC-0.01% specimens showed 0.35% increase in flexural
strength over the control specimen after 28 d. But, rGOCC-0.05% showed 15.5% increase in
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flexural strength compared to the control specimen. rGOCC-0.01% and rGOCC-0.05%
specimens showed a total of 114 psi and 129 psi of increase in strength from 3 d to 28 d of
hydration as opposed to only 76 psi of increase showed by cement paste.
Table 4.1: Calculation of flexural strength (indicated by modulus of rupture) of
rGOCC specimens
Specimen

Test
day

Specimen 1
Load (lbf)

Specimen 2
Load (lbf)

Average
Load, P (lbf)

Cement

7
14
28
7
14
28
7
14
28

353
386
381
327
382
378
355
409
422

326
355
396
353
404
411
477
481
513

339.50
370.50
388.50
340.00
393.00
394.50
416.00
445.00
467.50

rGOCC-0.01%

rGOCC-0.05%

Modulus of
Rupture, fr
(psi)
744.31
813.10
827.07
716.90
832.98
830.30
828.69
917.90
956.05

Standard
Deviation,
s
10.26
11.78
5.70
9.88
8.36
12.54
46.36
27.36
34.58

Figure 4.4 clearly showed that the rate of increase in flexural strength for rGOCC0.05% during curing period was higher than those of either rGOCC-0.01% or cement paste.
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Figure 4.5: Modulus of rupture of rGOCC-0.05% with curing age
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30

Both cement paste and rGOCC-0.01% specimens showed little standard deviation/(s)
in flexural strength. In contrast, rGOCC-0.05% showed higher standard deviation indicating
probably high degrees of uncertainty associated with the strength development by high rGO
content in cement paste. As the rGO content increased, so did the porosity of the specimens
which were indicated by the lower density of the specimens compared to the plain cement
paste specimens. Although rGO can act as filler material and decrease the pores, the wrinkled
surfaces and twisting/folding capability of rGO sheets (similar to the GO sheets) supposedly
can result in pores inside the cement paste which can increase the porosity. Hence, this pores
can alter the local strength development of the cement paste, leading to the local failure of the
specimens during the loading test, hence higher standard deviation occurs.
Both rGOCC-0.01% and rGOCC-0.05% showed no variation in temperature at 21.3℃
data in Figure 4.5 until 1.8 h when the accelerating period started. But rGOCC-0.1% showed
higher temperature (22.7℃) although the acceleration period for this specimen also started
approximately at 1.8 h. the acceleration period lasted from 1.8 h to 10 h for rGOCC-0.01%
specimen. For rGOCC-0.05% and rGOCC-0.1%, the acceleration period lasted until ~11.11
h. Both rGOCC-0.01% and rGOCC-0.05% showed same slope for temperature increment.
But, rGOCC-0.1% specimens showed steeper slope compared to both rGOCC-0.01% and
rGOCC-0.05% indicating higher rate of nucleation and growth in the acceleration period. The
rGOCC-0.1% specimens showed peak at 11.11 h after hydration started followed by start of
deceleration period. For, rGOCC-0.01% specimen, the deceleration period started ~1 h
earlier. The temperature deceleration curve was also steeper for rGOCC-0.1% specimen
compared to other two sets of specimens. The three curves met at 16.8 h after hydration, after
which, the temperature curve of rGOCC-0.1% fell below rGOCC-0.1%. The temperature
curve of rGOCC-0.1% became flat at 20 h and continued to progress as flat curve without
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any variation even after 24 h. On the other hand, curves for rGOCC-0.1% and rGOCC-0.5%
specimens dropped below that of rGOCC-0.1% and continued to become flatter at 24 h.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of internal temperature of rGOCC specimens with different
concentrations for first 24 h of hydration
4.4

Microstructural Characterization of GO-Cement Composite
4.4.1

FESEM & EDX

Microstructural characterization techniques such as SEM, EDX and XRD were used
to examine the conditions for increasing strength shown by GOCC specimens. Figure 4.7 (a)
shows the overall surface morphology of a GOCC-0.05% specimen at 500X magnification. A
closer magnification of 2500X (Figure 4.7 (b)) reveals several platy like crystals, GO sheets,
needle like ettringite and early age morphologies of C-S-H. Figures 4.7 (c) and 4.7 (d) reveal
the structures of the grains and crystals with higher magnifications. Needle-shaped ettringite
can be clearly seen from Figures 4.7 (c) and 4.7 (d) protruding into the pores. GO is observed
to bridge the cracks in Figure 4.7 (e) which is able to explain the increase in compressive
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strengths. Amorphous morphology of C-S-H is clearly evident from Figure 4.7 (d) One
important thing to be noted here is that the EDX analysis shows the evidence of Al in C-S-H
with the usual elements Ca, Si, O. XRD analysis (next section) also shows the evidence of
tobermorite peak which is in agreement with the SEM/EDX analysis of C-S-H.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 4.7: Low magnification SEM image of GOCC-0.05% surface at 3-day; (b) high
magnification SEM shows the distribution of different crystals; (c) & (d) SEM shows higher
magnifications of different crystals and their distribution through the pores; (e) SEM shows
crack bridging mechanism by GO, (f) point and area to be shot for EDX analysis.
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Figure 4.7 (c), (d) and (e) shows the needle-shaped ettringite crystals. Crack bridging
by GO is evident from Figure 4.7 (e). Figure 4 (e) shows the evidence of GO bridging the
crack gap in cement paste. Figure 4.7 (f) shows the different spots on which the EDX analysis
is performed. Actual snapshot of SEM and EDX data can be found in Appendix C.
Area shot is made on point 1 in Figure 4.7 (f) which indicates the presence of C-S-H.
Table 2 refers to the chemical analysis of elements on 6 different shots on Figure 4.7 (f) in
atom % (at. %). Point 2 may refer to the needle like ettringite or AFt phase with the presence
of Al, S and Ca. Area 3 detects the presence of high amount of O and C including Si, Al and
Ca which may refer to the substitution of Si by Al in jennite found from XRD analysis (see
section 4.4.2). The presence of GO coated with jennite like C-S-H formations can be
observed from area 3. Ca/Si ratio of 2.5 directly pointed out the presence of jennite in area 3.
Point shots on 4 and 5 reveals the presence of Ca, S, Al and Si which may refer to Area 6 is
another evidence of C-S-H lumps on the surfaces of unhydrated cement grain. Presence of Pd
and Au are attributed to the surface coating of the specimen. SEM and EDX analysis focus on
the evidence and distribution of the nucleated products due to the hydration of GOCC. From
the SEM analysis, it appears that GO sheets mostly bridge the cracks between the cement
matrices. EDX analysis reveals the presence of Ca, Si, Al and S which are essential elements
for the formation of different forms of C-S-H. The evidence of the elements found by EDX
analysis are bolstered by XRD data which also reveals the crystallite sizes of these hydration
products in the later sections. The chemical analysis of the point and area shots is
summarized in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Chemical analysis of GOCC-0.05% at 3 d of hydration by EDX
Shots

C

O

Al

Si

1(Area)
2(Point)
3(Area)
4(Point)
5(Point)
6(Area)

12.43
5.29
15.56
----16.94

30.05
31.98
39.99
13.70
7.29
39.34

--4.39
0.86
2.58
1.58
---

3.17
6.82
10.15
9.23
12.91
8.38

S
at. %
--4.63
--5.47
2.35
---

Ca

Pd

Au

50.93
46.89
25.74
69.01
75.87
26.00

----4.56
----5.62

3.42
--3.15
----3.72

4.4.2

Total %

Probable Compounds

100

C-S-H
C-S-H+Ettringite
Jennite+GO
Ettringite
Ettringite
C-S-H+GO

XRD

Major phases such as alite (C3S), belite (C2S), celite (C3A) and ferrite/brownmillerite
(C4AF) are present in the cement powder used for this study as shown in Figure 4.8 (a) which
are in agreement with the NIST guidelines (Stutzman, 1996). Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) can be
also evident in XRD pattern analysis which is essential for nucleation of ettringite upon
hydration. Because of the powder nature of specimen, the major phases can be located
overlapping each other on several diffraction angles, for instance, d-spacings are so close to
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Alite
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Figure 4.8: (a) XRD pattern showing different phases of unhydrated cement, (b) Different
hydration products after 3 d and 28 d of hydration of GOCC with w/c of 0.50 (c) Closer
magnification of GO showing diffraction peak at 11.78°
Figure 4.8 (b) demonstrates the evidence of all major hydration products for GOCC0.01% and GOCC-0.05% after 3 d and 28 d of hydration (Referring to Appendix D).
Ettringite is found in all the specimens as characterized by XRD. The peaks of ettringite are
observed at exactly 9.24° (2θ) with a d-spacing of 9.56Å which is similar to the findings of
Antao et al. (Antao et al., 2002). The d-spacing of GO is observed to be 7.5 Å as shown in
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Figure 4.8 (c) and Table 4.3 which is higher than that of graphite flakes because of the
functional groups and intercalated water molecules protruding outwards from the 2D sheet.
From the shape and positions of the peaks, it is also evident that some phases are strain free
and some phases are experiencing either tensile or compressive strains. Regardless of the
manner of the strain, it is conclusive that some forms of residual stress are associated with the
material prior to the hydration process.
It is to be noted that large hexagonal portlandite crystals can be found in all the
specimens. The sharp and narrow peaks indicate that the crystallite sizes of portlandite are
larger than some of the other crystals in the powder sample. Unhydrated alite, belite/larnite,
brownmillerite are also present in the GOCC specimens. Belite (C2S) has numerous
polymorphs among which β polymorph of C2S or larnite is prominent in cement paste. For
this reason, belite will be termed as larnite in this paper. However, the absence of celite
means either all celite reacted with gypsum and produce ettringite, or the relative intensity of
celite peak is so small compared to the other major peaks such as those of portlandite or alite
that it is not identifiable by XRD.
Although amorphous C-S-H is not distinguishable from background noise by XRD
analysis, ordered crystalline portion of the jennite can be evident. Tobermorite-9Å is one of
the other forms of C-S-H. C-M-A-S-H peak indicates that some of the Si(s) in the tetrahedra
are also subjected to substitution by Al and Mg because of their almost similar atom size and
valency. Some of the major phases of cement such as alite, larnite, C-S-H, portlandite etc.
show multiple peaks which indicate the abundance of the phases in cement powder. This
evidence from XRD also explains the presence of Al from the SEM/EDX analysis in the
vicinity of GO.
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Table 4.3: Generic Phase Identification of GOCC after Hydration at 3 and 28 d by
XRD
Compound

Chemical Formula

Crystal
Structure

Peak
Position
2θ°
9.24
11.78
47.17
18.24
50.97

dspacing
(Å)
9.56
7.5
1.92
4.85
1.79

Miller
Indices
(h k l)
100
001
202
001
110

Ettringite
Graphene Oxide
Brownmillerite

Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12.26H2O
C-C and other groups
Ca2(Al,Fe)2O5

Hexagonal
Hexagonal
Orthorhombic

Portlandite

Ca(OH)2

Hexagonal

Ca5Si6O16(OH)2

Orthorhombic

29.61

3.01

111

3CaO.SiO2
2CaO.SiO2

Triclinic
Monoclinic

C-M-A-S-H

54CaO.16SiO2.Al2O3.MgO

Monoclinic

Gypsum
Al tobermorite
Jennite

CaSO4.2H2O
Ca5Si5Al(OH)O17.5H2O
Ca9H2Si6O18(OH)8.6H2O

Monoclinic
Monoclinic
Triclinic

34.28
41.28
29.55
32.36
32.66
29.57
28.87
54.52

2.19
2.19
3.02
2.76
2.74
3.01
3.09
1.68

4 0 4̅
130
515
1110
914
200
2̅ 2 1
4̅ ̅̅̅̅
1 5

Tobermorite-9Å
(Riversiderite)
Alite (C3S)
Larnite (β-C2S)

It is well studied that jennite (Richardson, 2004) and tobermorite-9Å (Subramani,
2008) in Table 4.3 are two different forms of C-S-H having monoclinic crystal structures.
Tobermorite-9Å may indicate loosing of water molecules upon heating at 105±5°C whereas
jennite is believed to be always present in cement paste with the lapse of time (Janakiram
Subramani, 2008). The corresponding crystal structures, d-spacings and diffraction angles of
these two forms of C-S-H are summarized in Table 4.3. However, as it can be seen in Table
4.4, that the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) increases for jennite in GOCC-0.01%
and GOCC-0.05% specimens from 3 d to 28 d of curing. For GOCC-0.01%, FWHM
decreases from 0.272 to 0.238, indicating an increase in crystallite size as hydration
continues. On the other hand, GOCC-0.05% specimen is showing a decrease in FWHM from
0.313 to 0.289 indicating also an increase in crystallite size. However, on both 3 d and 28 d,
FWHMs of GOCC-0.05% are higher than those of GOCC-0.01%. On 3 d of hydration
FWHM of GOCC-0.05% is 0.313 compared to 0.272 for GOCC-0.01%. It indicates that
GOCC-0.05% specimens have much finer particles compared to GOCC-0.01% specimens.
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Table 4.4: FWHM and crystallite size calculation of jennite and tobermorite based on
curing age by XRD analysis
Compound

Jennite
Tobermorite9Å

Days

3
28
3
28

Samples
GOCC-0.01%
FWHM°
Crystallite (Å)
0.272
353
0.238
416
0.671
125
0.300
293

GOCC-0.05%
FWHM°
Crystallite (Å)
0.313
301
0.289
329
0.839
100
0.660
127

Tobermorite-9Å is also demonstrating similar pattern in the change of FWHM upon
hydration. As hydration continues, the crystallite sizes for tobermorite-9Å have grown from 3
d until 28 d. However, GOCC-0.05% specimens show finer crystallite sizes compared to
GOCC-0.01% in the case of tobermorite-9Å also. Finally, the crystallite size calculation from
Scherrer Equation (Cullity, 1956) agrees with the results reported from FWHM analysis for
both the C-S-H phases (Cullity, 1956). The growth of jennite and tobermorite-9Å are
represented schematically in the Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Crystallite sizes and growth of (a) GOCC-0.01%-3d, (b) GOCC-0.01%-28d, (c)
GOCC-0.05%-3d, (d) GOCC-0.05%-28d
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It is known that fine grained particles show broad diffused peak in XRD analysis
(Cullity, 1956). If chemical species analyzed by GO act as heterogeneous nucleation sites, the
activation energy of formation of sTable nuclei of C-S-H, i.e. tobermorite-9Å and jennite
would decrease, resulting in finer particles. Both specimens showed that crystallite sizes
increased from 3 d until 28 d, which is evidently a growth process. Our hypothesis and
findings seems to be in agreement with Thomas et al. where they provided C-S-H seeding in
pure C3S hydration and observed faster hydration rate during the nucleation and growth
process in the early stages of hydration due to the formation of new nucleation sites (Thomas
et al., 2009).
GOCC-0.05% specimens are associated large number of reactive functional groups of
GO which leads to the availability of new nucleation sites with large number of reactive sites
which leads to the. The FWHM & crystallite size directs towards the suggestion that due to
this heterogeneous nucleation, jennite or tobermorite-9Å would require lower activation
energy and critical radius, resulting in the nucleation of much finer particles.
If a material consists of finer particles generally demonstrates higher strength,
toughness and hardness (Callister and Rethwisch, 2013, Abbaschian et al., 2008). Material
with finer particles has larger GB areas that act as obstacles to slip dislocations causing
dislocations to pile-up on the slip planes behind the boundary. The number of these
dislocations tends to pile-up with increase in grain size. Moreover, the pile-ups produce stress
concentration in the next grain to the grain that contains pile-ups. As a result, the stress
multiplication in the coarse grained material (GOCC-0.01%) is much higher than fine grained
(GOCC-0.05%) material. Much larger applied stress is necessary to cause slip in crystallites
of GOCC-0.05% to pass through the grain boundary compared to the crystallites of GOCC-
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0.01% (Abbaschian et al., 2008). These phenomena may dictate a reasonable explanation for
the higher compressive strength shown by GOCC-0.05% compared to other batches.
4.5

Microstructural Characterization of rGO-Cement Composite
4.5.1

Topographic Analysis using FESEM

SEM images on the hydration characteristics of rGOCC-0.05% specimens at 7 d have
been presented in Figure 4.10. Hydration products such as C-S-H can be seen agglomerated
around the periphery of rGO sheet in Figure 4.10 (a). However, some nuclei of C-S-H can
also be evident on the top surface of rGO even at 1K magnification. Interestingly, crack
propagation can be seen held by smaller flakes of rGO along the sheared path of crack
propagation which looks much more rigid than CNT-cement composite. Very few pores are
evident in Figure 4.10 (a) that can occur because of the higher C-S-H production due to the
higher number of nucleation seeds provided by the rGO sheets and pore-filling capability of
rGO sheets themselves.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10: rGOCC-0.05% specimen after 7 d hydration where, (a) C-S-H network can be
seen from low magnification in the pool of rGO sheets. Some rGO sheets bridging the cracks
originated from the crack propagation path due to the stress build up in the specimen, (b) a
closer look of the specimen shows various crystalline formations along with C-S-H and rGO,
(c) hexagonal CH crystals are clearly evident in this image, (d) platy sulfoaluminates (AFm)
resulting from the dissolution of ettringite (AFt) are evident.
Figure 4.10 (b) represents a higher magnification (2K) of rGOCC-0.05% specimen
representing the C-S-H production on the left side of the image. Nucleation of certain crystals
can be seen also in this image. Ettringite needles are also evident near the surface of the rGO
sheets and also along the interfacial zone of C-S-H and rGO. More importantly, C-S-H can be
seen growing from the surface of cement grains as well as from rGO sheets. No clear
evidence of rGO sheets interpenetrating into each other or interconnecting to make a bonded
network such as CNT-network is evident from the SEM images. rGO sheets are much larger
in size, contrary to the CNT tubes whose aspect ratio is remarkably higher than that of rGO
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sheets. Hydration evolution of cement composites with rGO sheets can be depicted somewhat
schematically as the following Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: (a) Hydrated solid phases can be seen after cement-water interaction, rGO sheets
are trapped inside the large capillary pores, (b) a higher magnification image of the solid
phases are shown in this image showing various hydration products including all the main
constituents evident from the SEM images
In the schematic diagram (Figure 4.11), the crystalline products are shown to be
occupying the periphery of the C-S-H, which are clearly the norm in the SEM images of
rGOCC-0.05%.
Nucleated C-S-H grains occupied the rGO surface whereas ettringite crystals are
interconnected between C-S-H and rGO. Fibriller C-S-H possesses high surface area as seen
in Figures 4.10 (c) and d. High flexural strength of rGOCC-0.05% specimens can be a
directly interconnected to the fibriller C-S-H network. The structure of C-S-H resembles the
structure proposed by Powers after observing TEM analysis by Richardson (Bensted and
P.Barnes, 2002) that shows the Ca/Si ratio to be greater than 1.50. The following section
shows that jennite peaks are evident from the XRD pattern of rGOCC-0.05%. It is reported
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by numerous researchers that jennites have Ca/Si>1.50 which acts as a cross-evidence of the
validity of SEM analysis in this research work. Table 4.5 shows the proposed structures of CS-H by various researchers. If the Ca/Si is around 2, the structure is be termed as C-S-H (II)
by Chen et al., which is less ordered than jennite but more ordered that C-S-H gel. From this
study, it can be said that the structure of C-S-H possibly resembled C-S-H (II). From the
above (Chen et al., 2004) discussion and research findings from Chen et al. it is evident that
C-S-H can be a mixture of tobermorite and jennite with jennite being the dominant one, and
eventually, the sole C-S-H structure present. These research findings tend to concurrent with
Chen’s work.
Table 4.5: Models describing the structure of C-S-H proposed by various researchers
Models
Tobermorite gel

Experimental validation

Author
Brunauei (1962)

Tobermorite 14𝐴̇Jennite

TGA, XRD

Taylor (1986)

Hillebrandite

---

Dai and Post (1995)

Tobermorite 14 𝐴̇/Jennite

---

Cong & Kirkpatrick
(1996)

Tobermorite 11 𝐴̇

---

Faucon et al. (1997)

Tobermorite 11 𝐴̇

---

Merlino et al. (2001)

(Merlino et
al., 2001)

Refined Tobermorite 14𝐴̇
(Plombierite)
Tobermorite 9 𝐴̇,11 𝐴̇ and 14
𝐴̇
Tobermorite 14𝐴̇ and 11 𝐴̇

---

Tobermorite 9 𝐴̇

---

Bonaccorsi and
Merlino (2005)
Shahsavari et al.
(2009)
Shahsavari et al.
(2010)
Hamid (1981)

Tobermorite/CH+
Tobermorite/Jennite
Tobermorite/Jennite

---

Richardson (2004)

T:Ca/Si<1.5, J:Ca/Si>1.8

Chen et al. (2004)

(Bonaccorsi
et al., 2005)
(Shahsavari
et al., 2009)
(Shahsavari
et al., 2011)
(Hamid,
1981)
(Richardson,
2004)
(Chen et al.,
2004)

-----
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Reference
(Brunauer,
1962)
(Taylor,
1986)
(Dai and
Post, 1995)
(Cong and
Kirkpatrick,
1996)
(Faucon et
al., 1997)

In addition to C-S-H, hexagonal CH crystals 0.5µm-1µm in size nucleated and
agglomerated on the unhydrated cement grains (Figure 4.10 (c)). Figure 4.10 (d) reveals a
closer look about the hydration products of cement. Along with C-S-H grains, sulfoaluminate
(AFm) products can also be evident protruding from the surface of C-S-H. Platy
sulfoalumintes originated from the dissolution of ettringite crystals are certainly not a rarity
in rGOCC-0.05% specimens. Sulfoaluminates can easily be distinguished from the ettringite
and C-S-H due to their smooth jogged and plate-like surface. The sulfoaluminates are 1-2 µm
in size and ettringite are 2-3 µm in length which are typical for these hydration products.
4.5.2

Chemical Analysis

Figure 4.12 showed the area from where the EDX analysis peaks were gathered. The
Ca/Si ratio showed (Table 4.6) from the C-S-H are around 2.0 with some Al impurtity.
Possibly, some Al replaced Ca in the interlayer Ca-O layer of the C-S-H.

Figure 4.12: EDX analysis from the point shots are gathered from 1, 2 and 3 points
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Table 4.6: Ca/Si ratio found in C-S-H of rGOCC-0.05% after 7 d of hydration
Shots
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3

C-K
18.21
15.42
23.97

O-K
57.70
31.96
12.27

Al-K
0.80
3.38
3.78

Si-K
7.39
16.08
20.17

Ca-K
15.90
33.16
39.81

Ca/Si
2.15
2.06
1.98

The EDX peaks of this analysis can be found in the Appendices.
4.5.3

Phase Identification, Crystal Structure Determination

XRD pattern evaluation of pristine rGO has been performed as shown in Figure 4.13.
The XRD pattern has an amorphous hump in between 11.5° to 23° 2θ and a containing
presumably carbon component peak is determined at 26.5° 2θ. The crystal structure
information are summarized in Figure 4.13.

Pristine rGO
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40000
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20000
10000
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5

25

45
Diffraction angle, 2θ
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Figure 4.13: XRD pattern of rGO showing amorphous hump and a sharp peak around 26.5°
Bragg angle.
It has been observed from the GOCC and rGOCC studies that GO had superior effects
on the mechanical properties of cement paste at 0.05% concentration. To understand its’
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implications, in depth understanding of the structure of the two different C-S-H productstobermorite and jennite has to be undertaken. GOCC specimens showed a mixture of
tobermorite and jennite as its’ production of C-S-H, whereas rGOCC specimens produced
only jennite (disordered, to be exact). Ca/Si ratio of tobermorite is lower than that of jennite.
As a result, tobermorite chain has more Ca in comparison to Si. It is well established that
bond dissociation energy of Ca-O is lower than that of Si-O. So, if a structure has more Si-O
bond, it presumably possesses higher strength, which is in fact the case for tobermorite. C-SH (II) or disordered jennite, on the other hand, having Ca/Si ratio of 2.0, possesses more CaO bond in the interlayer than the number of Si-O bond, which dictates lower strength.
To summarize, GOCC, being a mixture of tobermorite and jennite, showed higher
strength because of larger number of Si-O bond than rGOCC specimens which are built
primarily of jennite having lower Si-O bond. The reason why rGO is blocking the nucleation
of tobermorite is still unclear. The most probable reason can be, the atomic arrangements in
the unit cell of jennite is such that it needed lower free energy of formation than that of
tobermorite. However, of other parameters being equal for GOCC and rGOCC, there is
plausible indication that rGO is responsible for producing more jennite in rGOCC and the
interaction between rGO with cement paste to produce jennite might be better understood
with the application of molecular dynamics (MD) or density function theory (DFT), which
gives the free energy of formation of jennite.
4.6

Early Age Hydration Characteristics of rGO-Cement Composite

Figures 4.14 (a) and (b) showed overall topography of rGOCC-0.1% after only 15
min of hydration. Figure 4.14 (c) rGOCC 0.1%- after 15 min of hydration at 5K
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magnification showing GB along the grains, (d) nucleated C-S-H particles along the GB (10K
magnification).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.14: (a) represented undulations in the surface morphology of rGOCC-0.1% after 15
min of hydration at 500X magnification, (b) Two different regions of the composite surface
can be encountered, (c) 5K magnification showing GB along the grains, (d) nucleated C-S-H
particles along the GB (10K magnification).
These precipitates formed along the GB could be nuclei of C-S-H. Scherer (Scherer et
al., 2012) hypothesized that cement hydration continued with nucleation and growth of C-SH along the GB instead of randomly oriented nuclei. They showed analytically that the
Boundary Nucleation Model (BNG) showed better fit with the calorimetric data of hydration
compared to the JMAK model which assumed nucleation of C-S-H was random. The SEM
image from this research work showed evidence of the nuclei of C-S-H about 5-20nm in size
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formed along the GB within minutes of hydration started. Bullard et al. (Bullard et al., 2011)
also vouched the hypothesis of short burst of nucleation along the GB for cement hydration.
This research tends to be concurrent with the past researchers in this aspect. The C-S-H that
are forming along the GB can be safely said to be formed because of heterogeneous
nucleation because of the lower activation energy required for formation of nucleation along
GB defects (Porter et al., 2009).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.15: (a) rGOCC-0.1% after 1h of hydration (2K), (b) 5K, (c) 10 K
Large difference can be evident between 1h and 15 min of hydration observing
Figures 4.15 and 4.14, respectively. In Figure 4.15 (a), compacted C-S-H formed and filled
up the pore spaces. In between the existing pore spaces, ettringite crystals and fibriller C-S-H
can be seen. C-S-H formation can also be seen along the surfaces of unhydrated cement
grains. Figure 4.15 (b) also showed high amount of C-S-H with large surface area. Some
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platy crystals can also be seen along with ettringite. The crystals resemble CH crystals in this
image. Figure 4.15 (c) showed rGO sheets around 4µm in width with folding and twisting of
the sheets. Ettringite crystals 2-2.5µm in length can be seen protruding from the surface of CS-H. Despite of having high amount of C-S-H, pores and voids can also be evident.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.16: rGOCC-0.1% (a) hydration of rGOCC-0.1% 24 h (500X), (b) formation of large
quantity of C-S-H (5K magnification), (c) ettringite 1 µm in width (5K magnification), (d)
densely packed C-S-H (20K magnification)
All the above Figure 4.16 showed the gradual increase in the quantity of the C-S-H
and its’ corresponding surface area. Figure 4.16 (d) clearly depicts the dense C-S-H
compared with the earlier version of fibriller C-S-H.
Figures 4.17 and 4.19 depicted the XRD pattern of rGOCC-0.1% and rGOCC-0.5%
respectively. Ettringite was present in the Fig although significantly less in intensity
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compared to the other peaks. Brownmillerite (impure C4AF) was also evident from the XRD
pattern. CH peaks showed high rate of increase from 3 h to 24 h which indicates the
accelerating period of hydration. During the accelerating period, large amount of C3S reacts
with water to form C-S-H and forms a byproduct of CH in the process. The reduction in the
peak area of C3S can also be seen at 29.40° 2θ from 3 h to 24 h. In fact, all the alite peaks
were showing reduction in the peak area indicating the consumption of alite by the reaction
and formation of C-S-H. Other major cement phases such as larnite (impure C2S), C3A and
gypsum are also evident from the pattern. Monoclinic crystals of C3S are also evident from
the pattern. Gypsum peaks also had shown reduction in area from 1 h to 24 h. This can also
be proven with the SEM images of rGOCC-0.1% when numerous formation of ettringite
could be observed with progressive hydration age. Interestingly, jennite can also be found
from the pattern which is one of the forms of C-S-H.
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Figure 4.17: XRD pattern for rGOCC-0.1% showing hydration products
C-S-H form from the reaction of alite, larnite and water took the quasi-amorphous
form. XRD cannot and should not detect XRD pattern of amorphous material such as C-S-H.
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C-S-H resembled the crystal structure of naturally found mineral jennite and tobermorite in
short range order (SRO). From this discussion, it can be hypothesized that the peak that are
peaked up by the XRD could be a local or short range ordered structure of C-S-H that
resembled jennite (Richardson, 2008, Richardson, 2004). Comparing with the EDS analysis
on rGOCC-0.1% showed that Ca/Si>1.50 (Taylor, 1986) which is typical for jennite. So both
EDS and XRD analysis indicated that C-S-H in this study represented the crystal structure of
jennite.
It is noteworthy that, although in this research materials are informally quantified with
observing the peak intensity, the peak intensity indicates the position of the atoms in a
crystal-not the quantity of the material. However, peak area can be representative of the
quantity of a material when background correction has been carried out which, in actuality, is
done in this research work by following method (Figure 4.18):

Figure 4.18: Calculation of peak area from FWHM and angle θ in radians.
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Figure 4.19: XRD pattern for rGOCC-0.5%
XRD pattern from rGOCC-0.5% showed high amount of CH formation. C3S, C2S,
C3A and C4AF showed decrease in quantity after 24 h of hydration for rGOCC-0.5%
indicating that all the major phases react similarly as in the plain cement paste.
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Figure 4.20: Increase of CH for rGOCC-0.1% and rGOCC0.5% over EAH hydration duration
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Figure 4.20 indicated that the amount of CH increased for both rGOCC-0.1% and
rGOCC-0.5% as hydration continued following Equation 2.1 but composites with 0.50% rGO
content showed much higher CH formation after 24 h of hydration indicating larger amount
of C3S and C2S consumption.

Depletion of dicalcium silicate (C2S)
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Figure 4.21: Reduction in the C2S quantity for rGOCC-0.1% and rGOCC0.5% over EAH
hydration duration

Evidently, rGOCC-0.5% showed higher rate of depletion for C2S in Figure 4.21 comparing
with that of rGOCC-0.1% until 3 h of hydration. However, at 24 h of hydration, rGOCC0.1% showed higher depletion rate for C2S than that of rGOCC-0.5%0%.
4.7

Electrical Resistivity Measurements of rGO-Cement Composite

Table 4.7 shows the variation of ER of rGOCC-cement composites alongside with
control sample of cement paste. The rGO content used with cement are 0.5%, 1% and 5% in
Saturated Surface Dry (SSD) and Oven Dry (OD) condition. ER was calculated as resitance
per unit length using the following formula (Equation 4.3):
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A

ρ=Rl

(4.3)

Here, ρ is the electrical resistivity, ER (Ω.m), R is the electrical resistance (Ω), A is
the cross sectional area of the measurements (m2), and l is the length between the electrodes
(m).
Table 4.7: Presentation of electrical resistivity with varying rGO concentration in
cement paste in both SSD and OD conditions (w/c=0.50)
Composite
No.

Concentration
of rGO (%)

Drying
Condition

Across
Length
(mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
0
0
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
5

SSD
OD
OD
OD
OD
SSD
OD
OD
OD

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Bias
Electrical
Voltage E, Field
(V)
Applied
(V/m)
1
100
1
100
10
1000
1
100
10
1000
1
100
1
100
10
1000
1
100

Electrical
Resistivity,
ρ, (Ω. m)
5.46×103
3.17×106
3.50×107
3.29×106
1.97×106
8.47×103
3.86×106
2.48×106
2.31×105

4.60E+06

1V

Resistivity (Ω.m)

4.10E+06

10V

3.60E+06

3.10E+06
2.60E+06
2.10E+06
1.60E+06
1.10E+06
6.00E+05
1.00E+05
Cement

rGOCC-0.5%
rGOCC-1%
Specimens

rGOCC-5%

Figure 4.22: Comparison of electrical resistivity of rGOCC specimens (7 d hydration) at 1V
and 10V electrical voltages in OD condition
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Figure 4.23: Electrical resistivity of cement and rGOCC-1% after 7 d hydration at 1V in SSD
condition

From the Table 4.7 and Figures 4.22 and 4.23, it can be seen that two different bias
voltages 1V and 10 V are applied as external electrical voltages to supply current through the
specimens. In OD condition, cement or rGOCC-1% showed the highest resistivity. rGOCC1% showed 22% increase in resistivity whereas rGOCC-0.5% showed only 3.79% increase in
1V. However, all the specimens showed decrease in resistivity compared to corresponding
resistivity in 1V when 10 V was applied. Cement specimens showed 10% increase in
resistivity when 10 V was applied which was presumably an anomaly. On the other hand,
rGOCC-0.5% and rGOCC-1% showed 40% and 36% decrease in resistivity when 10 V is
applied instead of 1V. Meanwhile, rGOCC-5% showed a drastic change in resistivity by
showing 93% decrease in resistivity compared to that of cement at 1V external voltage.
As expected, both cement and rGOCC-1% specimen showed large reduction in
resistivity in SSD condition. However, rGOCC-1% still held the trend for increment in
resistivity compared to cement specimen in SSD condition as in OD condition. Both cement
and rGOCC specimens showed almost 100% decrease in resistivity in SSD condition from
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their OD condition counterparts. It is to be noted here that the error bars in the graphs
represent 95% confidence interval (CI) in the measurements.
The primary hypothesis was, as rGO content increased, the resistivity was supposed to
decrease and conductivity was supposed to increase. The result show contrary evidence. The
reason behind this observation could be the threefold: (1) filling capability of rGO. rGO
could get into the pores and crevices of cement grains and fill up the pores creating
compacted specimen as a whole, (2) rGO acts as nucleation sites for production of C-S-H
which creates more compacted specimen because of larger surface area blocking the electron
tunneling, (3) unlike the CNTs, rGO are sheets and flakes. As a result, they cannot provide as
effective electron tunneling as CNTs. CNTs can provide end to end electron tunneling even
in the cement paste because of their interconnecting networking capability while that is not
the case for rGOs. A generic situation of hydration products of cement and rGO are shown in
the Figure 4.24 and also a comparison is made with CNT-cement composite.

Figure 4.24: (a) Hydration products in CNT-cement composite showing the interweaving
among the tubes, attributing to the electron tunneling between the CNT tubes, (b) hydration
products in rGO-cement composite showing the lack of interconnection between the sheets
hindering the electron tunneling process.
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On the other hand, the increase in resistivity for rGOCC-1% in SSD condition
compared to its’ counterpart in OD condition can be attributed to the ionic conductivity-not
increase in electronic conductivity itself. Chung et al. (Chung, 2002) also reported that
addition of SF and latex increased the resistivity from 5×103 to 6×103 and 7×103 Ω.m,
respectively, similar to the research work at hand. Moreover, with the increase in latex
content, the resistivity increased.(Chung, 2004) However, resistivity decreased with an
increase in filler content such as SF (Wen and Chung, 2001a).
Figure 4.25 describes the topography of rGOCC-5% which is one of the candidates
for electrical resistivity experiments at 7 d of hydration. Observed topography of the rGOCC5% showed rugged structure, forming many undulations. 2K magnification showed that
although there are some 2-3 µm long ettringites were in the specimen, most of the space was
occupied by the compacted form of C-S-H, a small portion of which was fibriller C-S-H.
Even though the rGO content was 5%, it was not quite apparent because of the grown C-S-H
formation. So, it might be plausible that rGO could not decrease the resistivity or increase the
conductivity of cement composites in a way that CNT could with a similar CNT content.
However, 5% rGO did decrease the resistivity of the cement paste a significant amount,
whereas 0.5% and 1% rGO increased the resistivity of the paste because of the reasons
already described. From the experimental result, it can be hypothesized that ER percolation
threshold could be possible between 1%-5% rGO.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.25: (a) Topography of rGOCC5% at 500X magnifications, (b) image showing some
fibriller structure of C-S-H, although most of C-S-H became compacted by 7 d, (c) closer
view of compacted C-S-H at 5K magnification showing lack of interconnection of rGO.
Chung et al. (Chung, 2002, Chung, 2004) reported that ER of cement paste was
4.87×103 in SSD condition which was 10.8% lower than that of this research work. Studies
about cement composites incorporating SF, CF (Wen and Chung, 2001b) and latex showed
that the ER are almost similar to ER shown by rGOCC-1%. From the results of rGOCC-5%
in OD condition, it can be fairly predicted that in SSD condition ER of rGO-5% would be just
as good or similar to CF. The lower resistivity of CF-cement composite may attributed to the
length of CF which averages 5 mm as opposed to the size of the rGO sheets which are
drastically lower. In these scenarios, it would be easier for the CF to have better contact and
provide carrier hoping electrical conduction. Hence, the percolation threshold of rGOCC falls
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between 1% and 5% compared to the threshold of CF-cement composite (Chung, 2002),
which is ~1-2 %.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this research work, the mechanical properties, microstructural characteristics, ER
and EAH properties of GO-composites and rGO-composites are investigated. The results
obtained from these experiments have led to the following conclusions:


GOCC-0.05% demonstrated 27% higher compressive strength in comparison to
cement paste after 28 d of hydration. GOCC-0.01% also showed 3.14% increase in
compressive strength compared to control specimen after 28 d. The superior
compressive strength shown by GOCC-0.05% might be attributed to the nano-filling
capacity of GO sheets.



SEM, EDX and XRD analysis showed that the structure of C-S-H resembled that of
jennite and tobermorite-9Å. XRD data showed that crystallite sizes of jennite and
tobermorite increased with increasing hydration time for both GOCC-0.01% and
GOCC-0.05%. Moreover, GOCC-0.05% showed smaller crystallite sizes than those
of GOCC-0.01%. The finer crystallites of GOCC-0.05% indicated larger surface area
originating from the lower activation energy for heterogeneous nucleation. This study
also provides an outlook on the debate about nucleation mechanism of cement
composite incorporating nanomaterials. The study suggest that GO sheets act as
nucleation seeds for C-S-H and as a result large number of nucleation occurred which,
on the other hand, reduce the critical size of nucleus, hence smaller crystallites.



Compressive strength of rGOCC-0.05% and rGOCC-0.01% increased by 17% and
7%, respectively after 28 d compared to the control cement paste. Modulus of Rupture
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(MOR) increased to 15.5% after 28 d for rGOCC-0.05% and only 0.35% for rGOCC0.01%, respectively compared to that of control cement paste.


Microstructural investigation by FESEM on rGOCC-0.05% after 7 d of hydration
indicated the presence of all the major hydration products such as C-S-H, ettringites,
sulfoaluminates etc.



Early age hydration (EAH) studies with FESEM for rGOCC-0.1% showed that Ca/Si
ratio was around 2 which indicated the probability of disordered jennite-like structure
for C-S-H. The Ca-O layer in the C-S-H structure has higher amount of Ca. Some
traces of Al was also found from the EDX analysis which can come from the
surrounding area of C-S-H, or Al could get into the Ca-O layer to replace Ca atoms
and act substitutional element in C-S-H. XRD analysis also detected small intensity of
jennite in both rGOCC-0.1% and rGOCC-0.5% specimens. It might dictate that the
structure of C-S-H is ordered locally like jennite minerals, alternatively, the C-S-H is
short range ordered. Consulting with the result of Chen’s work, the structure of C-S-H
resembled more as C-S-H (II).



The XRD data indicated that portlandite (CH) content increased from 15 min to 24 h
for both rGOCC-0.01% and rGOCC-0.5% due to the reaction of alite (C3S) and
larnite (C2S) with water, with rGOCC-0.5% increasing rate being higher. Larnite
content decreased with hydration time which indicated the rapid consumption of
larnite. Meanwhile, production of CH and C-S-H was continuing.



Early age hydration (EAH) study on rGOCC-0.1% showed that at 15 min hydration,
numerous precipitates of, possibly, C-S-H formed along the grain boundary (GB) of
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unhydrated cement grains which was visual confirmation of the theory provided by
Thomas and Scherer that hydration of cement grains initiated by the short burst of
nucleation of C-S-H embryos along GB, which is termed as Boundary Nucleation and
Growth (BNG) model.


The electrical resistivity (ER) increased with an increase in rGO content upto 1 %.
But the resistivity decreased drastically about 93% at 5 wt. % rGO content in OD
condition, indicating percolation threshold between 1% and 5 wt. % rGO content. In
SSD condition, the resistivity also increased compared to plain cement paste but the
resistivity was actually much lower than that in OD condition. Comparing with other
filler materials from literature, it can be concluded that rGO-cement paste behaves
similarly as CF-cement paste, and in some cases better than steel fiber reinforced
cement composite.



Microstructural investigation on the topography of rGOCC-5% after 7 d of hydration
indicates that most of the pore spaces are occupied with high density C-S-H. Also,
content of ettringites and sulfoaluminates are less indicating less crystalline materials
ensuing low conductivity or high resistivity. rGO sheets are covered with C-S-H
which is responsible for propagation of the low amount of current through the
material. Even though, rGOCC-5% showed the lowest resistivity.
Following recommendations can be made after extensive literature review and current

study:


GO/rGO can be coupled with CNT to investigate the mechanical and
microstructural properties of cement composites.
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Measurement of Degree of hydration can be a valuable addition to the study
because both GOCC and rGOOCC specimens showed steep slope of compressive
and flexural strength curves, indicating hydration was not nearly completed within
28 d.



It is ambitious to conclude about the structure of C-S-H solely from the XRD data
because it makes an approximation about the structure but it does not reveal the
true structure. Recommendations could be made to employ TEM to visualize the
inner structure and crystallinity of C-S-H. Electron Diffraction pattern could be
useful to indicate the ordering of the C-S-H. NMR could be useful to determine
the chain length of dimer and trimer associated in the C-S-H polymeric chain.



Low Ca cement instead of OPC can be used to decrease the Ca/Si ratio to the level
of tobermorite. It might have different effects on the mechanical properties and
microstructure of GOCC and rGOCC.



Early age hydration characteristics will be different if low Ca cement is used as
primary binding material.



Reports have been made that the conductivity of cement composites can be higher
if filler materials are coupled with polymers. So, studies can be carried out on
coating with rGO-polymer over the cement composite surfaces
.
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Calculation of interplanar spacings and unit cell volume of crystals:
Given,
Bragg’s Law,
nλ = 2d sin θ
Here,
n=order of reflection
𝜃=diffraction angle
λ=Wavelength for X-ray diffraction (1.54501Å For CuKα radiation)
Table A.1: Formula for interplanar spacing calculation for several crystal structures
Crystal
Structures
Cubic
Hexagonal
Tetragonal
Orthorhombic
Rhombohedral
Monoclinic

Formula for interplanar spacing and lattice parameter

Unit Cell Volume

1
h2 + k 2 + l 2
=
2
d
a2
2
1
4 h + hk + k 2
l2
= (
)+ 2
2
2
d
3
a
c
1
h2 + k 2 l 2
=
+ 2
d2
a2
c
2
2
1
h
k
l2
=
+
+
d2 a2 b 2 c 2
(h2 + k 2 + l2 )sin2 α + 2(hk + kl + hl)(cos 2 α − sin α)
1
=
d2
a2 (1 − 3cos 2 α + 2cos 2 α)
1
1
h2 k 2 sin2 β l2 2hl cos β
=
( 2+
+ 2−
)
2
2
d
sin β a
b2
c
ac

V = a3
V = a2 c sin 60°
V = a2 c
V = abc
V = a2 c sin 60°
V = abc sin β
V
= abc(1 − cos 2 α
− cos 2 β − cos 2 γ)
+ 2√cos α cos β cos γ

Triclinic

Here,
h,k,l =miller indices
a,b,c =lattice parameters in X,Y,Z direction in Cartesian coordinates
α, β, γ =angles between, Y-Z, X-Z, and X-Y Coordinates, respectively
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Table B.1: Peak positions and crystal structures for common cement phases according to
ASTM C1365
Phases

Crystal structure

2θ°

d (nm)

ICDD No.

alite

triclinic
monoclinic
monoclinic
monoclinic
monoclinic

29.35
29.39
51.78
52.00
31.07

0.3040
0.3036
0.1764
0.1757
0.2876

31-301
42-551
----33-302

monoclinic
------cubic
orthorhombic
orthorhombic

34.33
12.20
24.34
32.12
20.95
32.97
33.25

0.2610
0.7249
0.3653
0.2784
0.4235
0.2714
0.2692

--30-226
----38-1429
--26-957

β-beilite
ferrite

aluminate
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Representative quantitative chemical analysis data for GO and rGO by EDX and
representative EDX analysis data for GOCC-0.05% after 7-day of hydration

Image Name:
Image Resolution:
Image Pixel Size:
Acc. Voltage:
Magnification:

308 lens 1(3)
512 by 384
0.01 µm
10.0 kV
20000

Figure C.1: SEM image of GOCC-0.05% after 3 d showing points for chemical analysis
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Figure C.2: Chemical analysis by EDX on 6 point shots

Table C.1: Quantitative analysis (weight %) on 6 point shots by EDX
C-K
4.35
308 lens 1(3)_pt1
2.18
308 lens 1(3)_pt2
5.71
308 lens 1(3)_pt3
308 lens 1(3)_pt4
308 lens 1(3)_pt5
5.91
308 lens 1(3)_pt6
Weight % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)

308 lens 1(3)_pt1
308 lens 1(3)_pt2
308 lens 1(3)_pt3
308 lens 1(3)_pt4
308 lens 1(3)_pt5
308 lens 1(3)_pt6
Atom %

C-K
+/-0.35
+/-0.44
+/-0.31

+/-0.34

O-K
14.00
17.56
19.55
6.28
3.20
18.29

Al-K

O-K
+/-1.12
+/-1.11
+/-0.79
+/-0.97
+/-0.42
+/-0.87

Al-K

4.07
0.70
2.00
1.17

+/-0.50
+/-0.14
+/-0.24
+/-0.19

C-K
12.43
308 lens 1(3)_pt1
5.29
308 lens 1(3)_pt2
15.56
308 lens 1(3)_pt3
308 lens 1(3)_pt4
308 lens 1(3)_pt5
16.94
308 lens 1(3)_pt6
Atom % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)

O-K
30.05
31.98
39.99
13.70
7.29
39.34

Al-K

C-K
+/-1.01
+/-1.06
+/-0.84

O-K
+/-2.41
+/-2.02
+/-1.62
+/-2.12
+/-0.96
+/-1.87

Al-K

308 lens 1(3)_pt1
308 lens 1(3)_pt2
308 lens 1(3)_pt3
308 lens 1(3)_pt4
308 lens 1(3)_pt5
308 lens 1(3)_pt6

+/-0.96

4.39
0.86
2.58
1.58

+/-0.54
+/-0.17
+/-0.31
+/-0.26

Si-K
2.59
6.58
8.71
7.43
9.97
6.84

S-K

Si-K
+/-0.44
+/-0.65
+/-0.40
+/-0.60
+/-0.58
+/-0.42

S-K

5.09
5.03
2.07

+/-0.89
+/-0.55
+/-0.37

Si-K
3.17
6.82
10.15
9.23
12.91
8.38

S-K

Si-K
+/-0.54
+/-0.67
+/-0.47
+/-0.74
+/-0.75
+/-0.51

S-K
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4.63
5.47
2.35

+/-0.81
+/-0.60
+/-0.42

Ca-K
59.44
64.51
31.52
79.26
83.59
30.29

Pd-L

Au-M
19.63

14.84

18.97

17.37

21.29

Ca-K
+/-2.28
+/-2.41
+/-1.27
+/-3.31
+/-3.14
+/-1.35

Pd-L

Au-M
+/-1.36

+/-1.10

+/-1.59

+/-2.01

+/-1.78

Ca-K
50.93
46.89
25.74
69.01
75.87
26.00

Pd-L

Au-M
3.42

4.56

3.15

5.62

3.72

Ca-K
+/-1.95
+/-1.75
+/-1.03
+/-2.88
+/-2.85
+/-1.16

Pd-L

Au-M
+/-0.24

+/-0.34

+/-0.26

+/-0.65

+/-0.31

Representative EDX analysis data for rGOCC-0.05% for 7-day of hydration

Image Name:
Image Resolution:
Image Pixel Size:
Acc. Voltage:
Magnification:

308 lens 1(27)
512 by 384
2.94 µm
10.0 kV
75

Figure C.3: SEM image of rGOCC-0.05% after 7 d with area shots on 3 different points
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Figure C.4: Chemical analysis by EDX on 3 area shots

Table C.2: Quantitative analysis on 3 area shots by EDX
Weight %
C-K
10.89
308 lens 1(27)_pt1
7.21
308 lens 1(27)_pt2
10.47
308 lens 1(27)_pt3
Weight % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)
C-K
308 lens 1(27)_pt1 +/-0.47
308 lens 1(27)_pt2 +/-0.52
308 lens 1(27)_pt3 +/-0.61
Atom %
C-K
18.21
308 lens 1(27)_pt1
15.42
308 lens 1(27)_pt2
23.97
308 lens 1(27)_pt3
Atom % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)
C-K
308 lens 1(27)_pt1 +/-0.79
308 lens 1(27)_pt2 +/-1.10
308 lens 1(27)_pt3 +/-1.40

O-K
45.97
19.91
7.14

Al-K
1.08
3.55
3.71

Si-K
10.33
17.58
20.62

Ca-K
31.73
51.74
58.06

O-K
+/-0.95
+/-4.65
+/-5.70

Al-K
+/-0.13
+/-0.97
+/-1.04

Si-K
+/-0.23
+/-1.29
+/-1.42

Ca-K
+/-0.71
+/-2.93
+/-3.25

O-K
57.70
31.96
12.27

Al-K
0.80
3.38
3.78

Si-K
7.39
16.08
20.17

Ca-K
15.90
33.16
39.81

O-K
+/-1.20
+/-7.47
+/-9.79

Al-K
+/-0.10
+/-0.92
+/-1.06

Si-K
+/-0.17
+/-1.18
+/-1.39

Ca-K
+/-0.35
+/-1.88
+/-2.23
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Representative EDX analysis data for rGOCC-0.1% after 15 minutes of hydration

Image Name:
Image Resolution:
Image Pixel Size:
Acc. Voltage:
Magnification:

base(6)
512 by 384
0.04 µm
10.0 kV
5000

Figure C.5: SEM image of rGOCC-0.1% after 15 min with area shots on 3 different areas
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Figure C.6: Chemical analysis by EDX on 3 area shots

Table C.3: Quantitative analysis (weight %) on 3 area shots by EDX
C-K
42.87
base(6)_pt1
29.65
base(6)_pt2
0.19
base(6)_pt3
Weight % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)

base(6)_pt1
base(6)_pt2
base(6)_pt3
Atom %

C-K
+/-1.19
+/-0.79
+/-0.12

C-K
62.20
base(6)_pt1
49.02
base(6)_pt2
0.61
base(6)_pt3
Atom % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)

base(6)_pt1
base(6)_pt2
base(6)_pt3

C-K
+/-1.72
+/-1.31
+/-0.38

O-K
17.77
21.13
0.00

Al-K

O-K
+/-0.77
+/-0.88
+/-0.00

Al-K

0.33

+/-0.76

O-K
19.35
26.23
0.00

Al-K

O-K
+/-0.84
+/-1.09
+/-0.00

Al-K

0.46

+/-1.06
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Si-K
0.14
0.61
0.04

S-K
12.02
1.95
23.43

Ca-K
27.20
46.66
76.00

Si-K
+/-0.11
+/-0.12
+/-0.82

S-K
+/-0.44
+/-0.32
+/-1.09

Ca-K
+/-0.95
+/-1.11
+/-2.67

Si-K
0.09
0.43
0.06

S-K
6.54
1.21
27.51

Ca-K
11.83
23.12
71.37

Si-K
+/-0.07
+/-0.08
+/-1.09

S-K
+/-0.24
+/-0.20
+/-1.28

Ca-K
+/-0.41
+/-0.55
+/-2.51

Representative EDX analysis data for rGOCC-0.1% after 1 h of hydration

Image Name:
Image Resolution:
Image Pixel Size:
Acc. Voltage:
Magnification:

308 lens 1(34)
512 by 384
2.94 µm
10.0 kV
75

Figure C.7: SEM image of rGOCC-0.1% after 1 h with area shots on 5 different areas
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Figure C.8: Chemical analysis by EDX on 5 area shots
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Table C.4: Quantitative analysis (weight %) on 3 area shots by EDX
308 lens 1(34)_pt1
308 lens 1(34)_pt2
308 lens 1(34)_pt3
308 lens 1(34)_pt4
308 lens 1(34)_pt5

C-K
7.72
4.87
6.67
9.39
2.79

O-K
32.53
38.91
43.82
40.80
25.85

Al-K
2.22
4.69
3.59
2.44
3.67

Si-K
10.03
4.61
4.73
5.65
6.94

S-K
0.00
5.04
5.37
1.52
8.11

Ca-K
47.50
41.87
35.83
40.20
52.63

C-K
+/-0.55
+/-0.52
+/-0.40
+/-0.43
+/-0.38

O-K
+/-1.23
+/-1.12
+/-0.95
+/-1.11
+/-1.06

Al-K
+/-0.21
+/-0.42
+/-0.34
+/-0.20
+/-0.44

Si-K
+/-0.32
+/-0.25
+/-0.21
+/-0.24
+/-0.32

S-K
+/-0.00
+/-0.45
+/-0.35
+/-0.40
+/-0.56

Ca-K
+/-1.79
+/-1.61
+/-1.31
+/-1.53
+/-2.08

C-K
14.94
9.27
11.92
16.73
6.12

O-K
47.28
55.56
58.82
54.56
42.54

Al-K
1.91
3.97
2.85
1.94
3.59

Si-K
8.30
3.75
3.62
4.31
6.51

S-K
0.00
3.59
3.59
1.01
6.66

Ca-K
27.56
23.86
19.19
21.46
34.58

O-K
+/-1.79
+/-1.60
+/-1.27
+/-1.48
+/-1.75

Al-K
+/-0.18
+/-0.35
+/-0.27
+/-0.16
+/-0.43

Si-K
+/-0.26
+/-0.20
+/-0.16
+/-0.19
+/-0.30

S-K
+/-0.00
+/-0.32
+/-0.24
+/-0.27
+/-0.46

Ca-K
+/-1.04
+/-0.92
+/-0.70
+/-0.82
+/-1.36

Weight % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)
308 lens 1(34)_pt1
308 lens 1(34)_pt2
308 lens 1(34)_pt3
308 lens 1(34)_pt4
308 lens 1(34)_pt5

Atom %
308 lens 1(34)_pt1
308 lens 1(34)_pt2
308 lens 1(34)_pt3
308 lens 1(34)_pt4
308 lens 1(34)_pt5

Atom % Error (+/- 1 Sigma)
308 lens 1(34)_pt1
308 lens 1(34)_pt2
308 lens 1(34)_pt3
308 lens 1(34)_pt4
308 lens 1(34)_pt5

C-K
+/-1.06
+/-0.99
+/-0.72
+/-0.76
+/-0.83
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APPENDIX D:
XRD CRYSTAL STRUCTURE DATA
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Table D.1: XRD peak fit profile for rGOCC-0.5% at 15 min of hydration
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Table D.2: XRD Peaks for Alite (impure C3S)
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Table D.3: XRD Peaks for Alite (Monoclinic C3S)
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Table D.4: XRD Peaks for Larnite (impure C2S)
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Table D.5: XRD Peaks for Larnite (impure C3A)
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Table D.6: XRD Peaks for Brownmillerite (impure C4AF)
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Table D.7: XRD Peaks for Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O)
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